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THERE’S NOTHING WRONG 
WITH A PIVOT…

• I’ve spent a large part of my career thinking about 
crazy things… 

• In this talk I want to stress that the Higgs - 
something we know is there - really can unlock so 
many puzzles about the SM qualitatively by 
studying it with more quantitative precision
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familiar with the qualitative questions, there are 
new possibilities I want to emphasize in this talk



NEVERTHELESS…
• I think it’s important to go through these 

qualitative questions related to the Higgs to 
understand their implications and where we might 
be biased

• Despite the fact that many/all of you will be 
familiar with the qualitative questions, there are 
new possibilities I want to emphasize in this talk

In the end I’ll focus on the craziest, but I’m around
through tomorrow to talk about any of these…



LET’S START WITH THE BASICS



THE HIGGS AND SPONTANEOUS 
SYMMETRY BREAKING

Long before the Higgs was discovered we knew the SM was
described by a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry

SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)Y
<latexit sha1_base64="BXURhILqANFcoZo9PYNFDS8/GYw=">AAACCHicbVC7TgJBFL2LL8TXqqWFE4kJNGQXTLQk2lhidAEDm83sMMCE2UdmZk3IhtLGX7Gx0BhbP8HOv3GALRQ8ySTnnnNv7tzjx5xJZVnfRm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0z9w+aMkoEoQ6JeCTaPpaUs5A6iilO27GgOPA5bfmjq6nfeqBCsii8U+OYugEehKzPCFZa8szjW6dUK3cVC6hEmlfLKCuckl327j2zaFWsGdAysTNShAwNz/zq9iKSBDRUhGMpO7YVKzfFQjHC6aTQTSSNMRnhAe1oGmK9y01nh0zQqVZ6qB8J/UKFZurviRQHUo4DX3cGWA3lojcV//M6iepfuCkL40TRkMwX9ROOVISmqaAeE5QoPtYEE8H0XxEZYoGJ0tkVdAj24snLpFmt2LVK9easWL/M4sjDEZxACWw4hzpcQwMcIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx/z1pyRzRzCHxifP5a/lyc=</latexit>

SU(3)⇥ U(1)Q
<latexit sha1_base64="NA2pVBxi2GmLaltN2lTLN8s/Ym8=">AAAB+3icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifhV8ehlIzGBC2nBRI9ELx4hWiCBptkuW9iw/cju1kga/ooXDxrj1T/izX/jAj0o+JJJXt6bycw8P+FMKsv6NjY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Nj86TUkXEqCHVIzGPR87GknEXUUUxx2ksExaHPadef3M797iMVksXRg5om1A3xKGIBI1hpyTNL906lUR0oFlKJnIpd9dqeWbZq1gJondg5KUOOlmd+DYYxSUMaKcKxlH3bSpSbYaEY4XRWHKSSJphM8Ij2NY2w3uVmi9tn6EIrQxTEQlek0EL9PZHhUMpp6OvOEKuxXPXm4n9eP1XBtZuxKEkVjchyUZBypGI0DwINmaBE8akmmAimb0VkjAUmSsdV1CHYqy+vk069Zjdq9fZluXmTx1GAMziHCthwBU24gxY4QOAJnuEV3oyZ8WK8Gx/L1g0jnzmFPzA+fwBbNZK0</latexit>

SSB



THE HIGGS WASN’T THE ONLY 
GAME IN TOWN IN PRINCIPLE…



Dynamical Symmetry Breaking has shown up before…

It explains why the symmetry is broken

THE HIGGS WASN’T THE ONLY 
GAME IN TOWN IN PRINCIPLE…



INSTEAD WE GOT…
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<latexit sha1_base64="9vIEiVey7e6+VrGjfWxk1ljg55A=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARKmJJYqFuhKIblxXsBZq0TCaTdujkwsxEKCGP4sZXceNCEd3p0zhts9DWAwM/33/OzJzfjRkV0jC+tMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7un7x+0RZRwTFo4YhHvukgQRkPSklQy0o05QYHLSMcd30z9zgPhgkbhvZzExAnQMKQ+xUgqNNDr7Yodj+jp1bntc4RTO0j6VpZa2ZT2rbOcMnWjh7K0lsGZURvoZaNqzAouCzMXZZBXc6B/2l6Ek4CEEjMkRM80YumkiEuKGclKdiJIjPAYDUlPyRAFRDjpbMEMnijiQT/i6oQSzujviRQFQkwCV3UGSI7EojeF/3m9RPqXTkrDOJEkxPOH/IRBGcFpWtCjnGDJJkogzKn6K8QjpCKRKtOSCsFcXHlZtK2qeVG17mrlxnUeRxEcgWNQASaogwa4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt60J+1Fe9c+5q0FLZ85BH9K+/4BCn+i6w==</latexit>

EWSB put in by hand

A light fundamental scalar, never seen before in nature without tuning!



NATURALNESS
m2

h ⇠ ⇤2
<latexit sha1_base64="Z2pNglL8BTlGKExL0kqYKplDQaU=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egkPwNNohqLehFw8eJlg3WLuSpukWlqQlSYVR5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GbOtBNx8EHu/9Hr9fXpQxqrTjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evn1w+KDSXGLi4ZSlshshRRgVxNNUM9LNJEE8YqQTja6nfueRSEVTca/HGQk4GgiaUIy0kUK7xsNhv+kryqF/a2Ix6jdDu+40nBngMnFLUgcl2qH95ccpzjkRGjOkVM91Mh0USGqKGZlU/VyRDOERGpCeoQJxooJidvwEnhglhkkqzRMaztTfiQJxpcY8MpMc6aFa9Kbif14v18lFUFCR5ZoIPF+U5AzqFE6bgDGVBGs2NgRhSc2tEA+RRFibvqqmBHfxy8vEazYuG+7dWb11VbZRAUfgGJwCF5yDFrgBbeABDMbgGbyCN+vJerHerY/56IpVZmrgD6zPHxQxk/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z2pNglL8BTlGKExL0kqYKplDQaU=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egkPwNNohqLehFw8eJlg3WLuSpukWlqQlSYVR5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GbOtBNx8EHu/9Hr9fXpQxqrTjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evn1w+KDSXGLi4ZSlshshRRgVxNNUM9LNJEE8YqQTja6nfueRSEVTca/HGQk4GgiaUIy0kUK7xsNhv+kryqF/a2Ix6jdDu+40nBngMnFLUgcl2qH95ccpzjkRGjOkVM91Mh0USGqKGZlU/VyRDOERGpCeoQJxooJidvwEnhglhkkqzRMaztTfiQJxpcY8MpMc6aFa9Kbif14v18lFUFCR5ZoIPF+U5AzqFE6bgDGVBGs2NgRhSc2tEA+RRFibvqqmBHfxy8vEazYuG+7dWb11VbZRAUfgGJwCF5yDFrgBbeABDMbgGbyCN+vJerHerY/56IpVZmrgD6zPHxQxk/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z2pNglL8BTlGKExL0kqYKplDQaU=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egkPwNNohqLehFw8eJlg3WLuSpukWlqQlSYVR5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GbOtBNx8EHu/9Hr9fXpQxqrTjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evn1w+KDSXGLi4ZSlshshRRgVxNNUM9LNJEE8YqQTja6nfueRSEVTca/HGQk4GgiaUIy0kUK7xsNhv+kryqF/a2Ix6jdDu+40nBngMnFLUgcl2qH95ccpzjkRGjOkVM91Mh0USGqKGZlU/VyRDOERGpCeoQJxooJidvwEnhglhkkqzRMaztTfiQJxpcY8MpMc6aFa9Kbif14v18lFUFCR5ZoIPF+U5AzqFE6bgDGVBGs2NgRhSc2tEA+RRFibvqqmBHfxy8vEazYuG+7dWb11VbZRAUfgGJwCF5yDFrgBbeABDMbgGbyCN+vJerHerY/56IpVZmrgD6zPHxQxk/M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z2pNglL8BTlGKExL0kqYKplDQaU=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egkPwNNohqLehFw8eJlg3WLuSpukWlqQlSYVR5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GbOtBNx8EHu/9Hr9fXpQxqrTjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evn1w+KDSXGLi4ZSlshshRRgVxNNUM9LNJEE8YqQTja6nfueRSEVTca/HGQk4GgiaUIy0kUK7xsNhv+kryqF/a2Ix6jdDu+40nBngMnFLUgcl2qH95ccpzjkRGjOkVM91Mh0USGqKGZlU/VyRDOERGpCeoQJxooJidvwEnhglhkkqzRMaztTfiQJxpcY8MpMc6aFa9Kbif14v18lFUFCR5ZoIPF+U5AzqFE6bgDGVBGs2NgRhSc2tEA+RRFibvqqmBHfxy8vEazYuG+7dWb11VbZRAUfgGJwCF5yDFrgBbeABDMbgGbyCN+vJerHerY/56IpVZmrgD6zPHxQxk/M=</latexit>

⇤ ⇠ 100GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ecsoxirKtJwoyPJkoYdjLjLhWuc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT0KEhyCBxmtCOpt6EEPHibYbbCWkabZFpakJUmFUXbz4lfx4kHFq5/Bm9/GdOtBNx8EHu+9H/n9XpgwqrTjfFulhcWl5ZXyamVtfWNzy97eaao4lZh4OGaxbIdIEUYF8TTVjLQTSRAPGWmFw6vcbz0QqWgs7vUoIQFHfUF7FCNtpK6979+acISgryiHruP4xz5HeiB5dk2a465ddWrOBHCeuAWpggKNrv3lRzFOOREaM6RUx3USHWRIaooZGVf8VJEE4SHqk46hAnGigmxyxxgeGiWCvViaJzScqL8nMsSVGvHQJPMd1ayXi/95nVT3zoOMiiTVRODpR72UQR3DvBQYUUmwZiNDEJbU7ArxAEmEtamuYkpwZ0+eJ95J7aLm3p1W65dFG2WwBw7AEXDBGaiDG9AAHsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MY2WrGJmF/yB9fkDs6uYJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ecsoxirKtJwoyPJkoYdjLjLhWuc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT0KEhyCBxmtCOpt6EEPHibYbbCWkabZFpakJUmFUXbz4lfx4kHFq5/Bm9/GdOtBNx8EHu+9H/n9XpgwqrTjfFulhcWl5ZXyamVtfWNzy97eaao4lZh4OGaxbIdIEUYF8TTVjLQTSRAPGWmFw6vcbz0QqWgs7vUoIQFHfUF7FCNtpK6979+acISgryiHruP4xz5HeiB5dk2a465ddWrOBHCeuAWpggKNrv3lRzFOOREaM6RUx3USHWRIaooZGVf8VJEE4SHqk46hAnGigmxyxxgeGiWCvViaJzScqL8nMsSVGvHQJPMd1ayXi/95nVT3zoOMiiTVRODpR72UQR3DvBQYUUmwZiNDEJbU7ArxAEmEtamuYkpwZ0+eJ95J7aLm3p1W65dFG2WwBw7AEXDBGaiDG9AAHsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MY2WrGJmF/yB9fkDs6uYJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ecsoxirKtJwoyPJkoYdjLjLhWuc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT0KEhyCBxmtCOpt6EEPHibYbbCWkabZFpakJUmFUXbz4lfx4kHFq5/Bm9/GdOtBNx8EHu+9H/n9XpgwqrTjfFulhcWl5ZXyamVtfWNzy97eaao4lZh4OGaxbIdIEUYF8TTVjLQTSRAPGWmFw6vcbz0QqWgs7vUoIQFHfUF7FCNtpK6979+acISgryiHruP4xz5HeiB5dk2a465ddWrOBHCeuAWpggKNrv3lRzFOOREaM6RUx3USHWRIaooZGVf8VJEE4SHqk46hAnGigmxyxxgeGiWCvViaJzScqL8nMsSVGvHQJPMd1ayXi/95nVT3zoOMiiTVRODpR72UQR3DvBQYUUmwZiNDEJbU7ArxAEmEtamuYkpwZ0+eJ95J7aLm3p1W65dFG2WwBw7AEXDBGaiDG9AAHsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MY2WrGJmF/yB9fkDs6uYJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ecsoxirKtJwoyPJkoYdjLjLhWuc=">AAACBnicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT0KEhyCBxmtCOpt6EEPHibYbbCWkabZFpakJUmFUXbz4lfx4kHFq5/Bm9/GdOtBNx8EHu+9H/n9XpgwqrTjfFulhcWl5ZXyamVtfWNzy97eaao4lZh4OGaxbIdIEUYF8TTVjLQTSRAPGWmFw6vcbz0QqWgs7vUoIQFHfUF7FCNtpK6979+acISgryiHruP4xz5HeiB5dk2a465ddWrOBHCeuAWpggKNrv3lRzFOOREaM6RUx3USHWRIaooZGVf8VJEE4SHqk46hAnGigmxyxxgeGiWCvViaJzScqL8nMsSVGvHQJPMd1ayXi/95nVT3zoOMiiTVRODpR72UQR3DvBQYUUmwZiNDEJbU7ArxAEmEtamuYkpwZ0+eJ95J7aLm3p1W65dFG2WwBw7AEXDBGaiDG9AAHsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MY2WrGJmF/yB9fkDs6uYJQ==</latexit>

200GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="pcbYsKNpt4UOMNCRpkrlbRcapQE=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxntENTb0IMeJ9htsJaRZukWlqQlSZVR91G8eFDx6jfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7bRWnEhMPxyyW3RApwqggnqaakW4iCeIhI51wfJ37nQciFY3FvZ4kJOBoKGhEMdJG6tvVhuP4pz5HeiR5dkPa075dc+rODHCZuAWpgQKtvv3lD2KcciI0ZkipnuskOsiQ1BQzMq34qSIJwmM0JD1DBeJEBdks+hQeG2UAo1iaJzScqb83MsSVmvDQTOYZ1aKXi/95vVRHF0FGRZJqIvD8UJQyqGOY9wAHVBKs2cQQhCU1WSEeIYmwNm1VTAnu4peXideoX9bdu7Na86poowwOwRE4AS44B01wC1rAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+5qMlq9g5AH9gff4AmEyTIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcbYsKNpt4UOMNCRpkrlbRcapQE=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxntENTb0IMeJ9htsJaRZukWlqQlSZVR91G8eFDx6jfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7bRWnEhMPxyyW3RApwqggnqaakW4iCeIhI51wfJ37nQciFY3FvZ4kJOBoKGhEMdJG6tvVhuP4pz5HeiR5dkPa075dc+rODHCZuAWpgQKtvv3lD2KcciI0ZkipnuskOsiQ1BQzMq34qSIJwmM0JD1DBeJEBdks+hQeG2UAo1iaJzScqb83MsSVmvDQTOYZ1aKXi/95vVRHF0FGRZJqIvD8UJQyqGOY9wAHVBKs2cQQhCU1WSEeIYmwNm1VTAnu4peXideoX9bdu7Na86poowwOwRE4AS44B01wC1rAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+5qMlq9g5AH9gff4AmEyTIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcbYsKNpt4UOMNCRpkrlbRcapQE=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxntENTb0IMeJ9htsJaRZukWlqQlSZVR91G8eFDx6jfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7bRWnEhMPxyyW3RApwqggnqaakW4iCeIhI51wfJ37nQciFY3FvZ4kJOBoKGhEMdJG6tvVhuP4pz5HeiR5dkPa075dc+rODHCZuAWpgQKtvv3lD2KcciI0ZkipnuskOsiQ1BQzMq34qSIJwmM0JD1DBeJEBdks+hQeG2UAo1iaJzScqb83MsSVmvDQTOYZ1aKXi/95vVRHF0FGRZJqIvD8UJQyqGOY9wAHVBKs2cQQhCU1WSEeIYmwNm1VTAnu4peXideoX9bdu7Na86poowwOwRE4AS44B01wC1rAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+5qMlq9g5AH9gff4AmEyTIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcbYsKNpt4UOMNCRpkrlbRcapQE=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxntENTb0IMeJ9htsJaRZukWlqQlSZVR91G8eFDx6jfx5rcx3XrQzQeBx3u/H7+XFyaMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds6v7bRWnEhMPxyyW3RApwqggnqaakW4iCeIhI51wfJ37nQciFY3FvZ4kJOBoKGhEMdJG6tvVhuP4pz5HeiR5dkPa075dc+rODHCZuAWpgQKtvv3lD2KcciI0ZkipnuskOsiQ1BQzMq34qSIJwmM0JD1DBeJEBdks+hQeG2UAo1iaJzScqb83MsSVmvDQTOYZ1aKXi/95vVRHF0FGRZJqIvD8UJQyqGOY9wAHVBKs2cQQhCU1WSEeIYmwNm1VTAnu4peXideoX9bdu7Na86poowwOwRE4AS44B01wC1rAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+5qMlq9g5AH9gff4AmEyTIg==</latexit>

300GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="upQqvkfvXnvFQPeISEY3kmLLros=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxmtCupt6EGPE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpMqo+yhePKh49Zt489uYbj3o5oPA473fj9/LCxNGlXacb6u0tLyyulZer2xsbm3v2NXdlopTiYmHYxbLTogUYVQQT1PNSCeRBPGQkXY4us799gORisbiXo8TEnA0EDSiGGkj9ezqqeP4xz5Heih5dkNak55dc+rOFHCRuAWpgQLNnv3l92OcciI0ZkipruskOsiQ1BQzMqn4qSIJwiM0IF1DBeJEBdk0+gQeGqUPo1iaJzScqr83MsSVGvPQTOYZ1byXi/953VRHF0FGRZJqIvDsUJQyqGOY9wD7VBKs2dgQhCU1WSEeIomwNm1VTAnu/JcXiXdSv6y7d2e1xlXRRhnsgwNwBFxwDhrgFjSBBzB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEZLVrGzB/7A+vwBmd+TIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="upQqvkfvXnvFQPeISEY3kmLLros=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxmtCupt6EGPE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpMqo+yhePKh49Zt489uYbj3o5oPA473fj9/LCxNGlXacb6u0tLyyulZer2xsbm3v2NXdlopTiYmHYxbLTogUYVQQT1PNSCeRBPGQkXY4us799gORisbiXo8TEnA0EDSiGGkj9ezqqeP4xz5Heih5dkNak55dc+rOFHCRuAWpgQLNnv3l92OcciI0ZkipruskOsiQ1BQzMqn4qSIJwiM0IF1DBeJEBdk0+gQeGqUPo1iaJzScqr83MsSVGvPQTOYZ1byXi/953VRHF0FGRZJqIvDsUJQyqGOY9wD7VBKs2dgQhCU1WSEeIomwNm1VTAnu/JcXiXdSv6y7d2e1xlXRRhnsgwNwBFxwDhrgFjSBBzB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEZLVrGzB/7A+vwBmd+TIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="upQqvkfvXnvFQPeISEY3kmLLros=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxmtCupt6EGPE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpMqo+yhePKh49Zt489uYbj3o5oPA473fj9/LCxNGlXacb6u0tLyyulZer2xsbm3v2NXdlopTiYmHYxbLTogUYVQQT1PNSCeRBPGQkXY4us799gORisbiXo8TEnA0EDSiGGkj9ezqqeP4xz5Heih5dkNak55dc+rOFHCRuAWpgQLNnv3l92OcciI0ZkipruskOsiQ1BQzMqn4qSIJwiM0IF1DBeJEBdk0+gQeGqUPo1iaJzScqr83MsSVGvPQTOYZ1byXi/953VRHF0FGRZJqIvDsUJQyqGOY9wD7VBKs2dgQhCU1WSEeIomwNm1VTAnu/JcXiXdSv6y7d2e1xlXRRhnsgwNwBFxwDhrgFjSBBzB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEZLVrGzB/7A+vwBmd+TIw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="upQqvkfvXnvFQPeISEY3kmLLros=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCBxmtCupt6EGPE+w2WMtIs3QLS9KSpMqo+yhePKh49Zt489uYbj3o5oPA473fj9/LCxNGlXacb6u0tLyyulZer2xsbm3v2NXdlopTiYmHYxbLTogUYVQQT1PNSCeRBPGQkXY4us799gORisbiXo8TEnA0EDSiGGkj9ezqqeP4xz5Heih5dkNak55dc+rOFHCRuAWpgQLNnv3l92OcciI0ZkipruskOsiQ1BQzMqn4qSIJwiM0IF1DBeJEBdk0+gQeGqUPo1iaJzScqr83MsSVGvPQTOYZ1byXi/953VRHF0FGRZJqIvDsUJQyqGOY9wD7VBKs2dgQhCU1WSEeIomwNm1VTAnu/JcXiXdSv6y7d2e1xlXRRhnsgwNwBFxwDhrgFjSBBzB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59zEZLVrGzB/7A+vwBmd+TIw==</latexit>

500GeV
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????

We certainly learn something, 
but what it is telling us isn’t as clear



THIS WILL OBVIOUSLY BE A 
FOCUS FOR FUTURE COLLIDERS
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Figure 4: Excluded parameter space and expected sensitivities at the 2� CL of current and
future data for spin-0 (left), spin-1/2 (middle), and spin-1 (right) top-partners. We assume
that the two spin-0 top partners are degenerate in mass, mt̃1

= mt̃2
⌘ mt̃. We assume that

top partners contribute only in the hgg and h�� loops, there are no modifications of the
Higgs couplings to other SM particles, and there are no exotic or invisible Higgs decays. The
parameter space excluded by current LHC and Tevatron data is shown in dark gray, while
the expected sensitivity of the current data is shown in light gray. Future LHC runs and the
proposed future colliders (ILC, CEPC, and FCC-ee/hh) are shown in various colors.

6.1.2 Comparison of Constraints between Spin-0, Spin-1/2, and Spin-1

To compare constraints on spin-0 particles with constraints on spin-1/2 and spin-1, we focus
on the degenerate direction for spin-0 (mt̃1

= mt̃2
), because our canonical spin-1/2 and spin-1

models only have a single top partner. Recall that along the high-mass spin-0 degenerate
direction, the contributions from the left-handed sbottom and from stopD-terms only matter
at a few-percent level. For the remainder of Section 6, we set g

hb̃1b̃1
= 0, but require that

the choice of stop-sector masses and mixing allow the left-handed sbottom to be real, see
Section 5.1 (note that we include D-term contributions in the stop-sector, i.e., large tan�).

In Fig. 4 we show the current constraints and expected sensitivities for degenerate spin-
0 (left), spin-1/2 (middle), and spin-1 (right) top-partners. The current constraints from
Tevatron and LHC data for these di↵erent spin-states are about 350 GeV, 700 GeV, and
2.2 TeV, respectively. The LHC Run 4 is expected to improve on these by a few hundred GeV,
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IS THE HIGGS PART OF SOME LARGER SECTOR 
WHICH “EXPLAINS” EWSB?

IS THERE SOMETHING MAKING THE HIGGS 
“NATURAL”?



A MORE FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL 
QUESTION, WHAT IS THE HIGGS 

POTENTIAL?
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NEXT UP IS THE TRIPLE HIGGS 
COUPLING IN THE SM…

Unfortunately it’s very difficult and it interferes with itself

where the SM Lagrangian corresponds to cV = c2V = 1. More generally, the terms of interest
to all Higgs production modes include
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where the SM corresponds to cV = c2V = 1, ct = 1, �3 = 1 and c2t = cg = c2g = 0. Note in
particular that modifications to the top yukawa coupling, as well as potential new contact
interactions with gluons (cg, c2g) that can arise from integrating out heavy states.

2.1 Di-Higgs Production and the Trilinear Coupling

Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to di-Higgs production via gluon-gluon fusion. An addi-
tional diagram that comes from crossing the top quark box is not shown.

Di-Higgs production can proceed through a number of di↵erent production modes. Es-
sentially, any single-Higgs production mode can be modified by taking the Higgs o↵-shell
and inserting a trilinear interaction, �3. The dominant production mode is via gluon-gluon
fusion, shown in Fig. ??. In addition to the triangle diagram proportional to �3, there is
another diagram resulting from a box of top quarks, which has the same final state and
interferes destructively due to the extra fermion line. The two diagrams scale roughly as
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Despite this interference, the gluon-gluon fusion cross section is still roughly an order of
magnitude greater than the subleading VBF mode, as shown in Fig. ??. The interference
also leads to an interesting shape in the �gg!hh vs. �3 curve, as shown in Fig. ??.

In Fig. ??, we show the gg ! hh cross section as a function of �3 at several di↵erent
orders of the computation (LO, NLO(heft), NLO FTapprox, and the full NLO). Here we can
see that while the overall behavior remains the same going from LO to NLO, the shape of
the curve changes slightly, and the minimum value of �3 even shifts slightly. Perhaps most
importantly, the NLO cross section seems to depend more sensitively on �3 than the LO
computation that we usually work with. The slope |d(�/�SM)/d(�/�SM)| increases from 0.82

3

However, just measuring the SM value 
would be seeing something qualitatively new!

To go beyond though it though 
how precisely do we need to measure it?



METASTABILITY?

There’s a lot of room between here and the Planck scale
so maybe this problem is less pressing



THE ELECTROWEAK PHASE 
TRANSITION



THE ELECTROWEAK PHASE 
TRANSITION

Double Higgs production at colliders allows for a direct probe of the couplings 

in the Higgs potential responsible for strengthening the electroweak phase transition. 

 

In contrast to the question of electroweak 
phase transition, for the flavor 

measurements there is no lower bound on 
the size of new physics effects. Instead, the 
better accuracy, the higher the scale of new 

physics to which there is sensitivity.



THE ELECTROWEAK PHASE 
TRANSITION

Double Higgs production at colliders allows for a direct probe of the couplings 

in the Higgs potential responsible for strengthening the electroweak phase transition. 

 

In contrast to the question of electroweak 
phase transition, for the flavor 

measurements there is no lower bound on 
the size of new physics effects. Instead, the 
better accuracy, the higher the scale of new 

physics to which there is sensitivity.

Not True!



SYMMETRY NON-RESTORATION 
OR DELAYED RESTORATION!

Known Current Universe

Currently Assumed
Early Universe

Alternative
Early Universe

Higgs
Field Value

Higgs Potential

Need a precise measurement of the triple Higgs 
coupling to differentiate!

1807.07578  PM, H. Ramani

see also
1807.08770  Baldes, Servant
1811.11740  Glioti, Rattazzi, Vecchi

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1807.07578
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1807.07578


THE HIGGS CAN TELL US LOTS OF THINGS 
QUALITATIVELY ABOUT OUR UNIVERSE

IF WE MEASURE IT WELL ENOUGH!

Origin of EWSB
naturalness 

stability of universe
cosmological history of the universe

All pretty impressive, but let’s go next to where the
Higgs really does the heavy lifting in the SM





Actually it’s responsible for so much more of course…

FLAVOR FOR HIGGS SEEMS 
STRAIGHTFORWARD



JUST REMEMBER THE SM WOULD BE 
BEAUTIFUL WITHOUT THE HIGGS…

Gauge theories :  
Gauge group + matter reps + gauge coupling

Everything is fixed!



JUST REMEMBER THE SM WOULD BE 
BEAUTIFUL WITHOUT THE HIGGS…

Scalars can have Yukawa couplings

L � Y d
ijQLi�DRj + Y u

ijQLi�̃URj
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Majority of SM parameters come from Flavor i.e. couplings of Higgs

We shove these Yukawa’s into masses and CKM matrix in mass basis



WHY DON’T WE TALK ABOUT 
FLAVOR MORE?



From Z. Ligeti 1704.02938

We talk about it a lot when there are anomalies… 



From Z. Ligeti 1704.02938

We talk about it a lot when there are anomalies… 

KOTO?







MODELS OF FLAVOR RELATED TO COLLIDER 
PHYSICS GET A LOT LESS DISCUSSION… 

IN FACT AN APT ANALOGY IS:



Flavor, the third rail of BSM theory!



BSM Flavor @ TeV Scale



IT’S NOT JUST A MATTER OF TASTE, 
THERE IS A PHYSICS REASON



TYPICAL FLAVOR BOUNDS
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Cb

⇤2
bd̄bd̄

<latexit sha1_base64="Vm9qqkY/wL2MDDrKBmSBFy3+Whk=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdPz88y51rkA3dVz6Ds+ElmQ/9yeWbVq1hRwkdgFqYICLc/8dIIYpxHhCjMkZd+2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAIDUhfU44iIt1suk8Oj7QSwDAW+nAFp+rvRIYiKceRrycjpIZy3puI/3n9VIUXbkZ5kirC8eyhMGVQxXBSDgyoIFixsSYIC6r/CvEQ6YKUrrCiS7DnV14knXrNPq3Vb86qjcuijjI4AIfgBNjgHDTAFWiBNsDgATyBF/BqPBrPxpvxPhstGUVmH/yB8fENlB+dAg==</latexit>

Dimension 6 operators suppressing Dirac structure



TYPICAL FLAVOR BOUNDS

Cc

⇤2
cūcū

<latexit sha1_base64="pyrYAA8+8eaIs55vAdxXfkP5ga4=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdPDeeZc61yA7uo5xI6PRJbmP7dnVq2aNQVcJHZBqqBAyzM/nSDGaUS4wgxJ2betRLkZEopiRvKKk0qSIDxCA9LXlKOISDeb7pPDI60EMIyFPlzBqfo7kaFIynHk68kIqaGc9ybif14/VeGFm1GepIpwPHsoTBlUMZyUAwMqCFZsrAnCguq/QjxEuiClK6zoEuz5lRdJp16zT2v1m7Nq47KoowwOwCE4ATY4Bw1wBVqgDTB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z0ZLRpHZB39gfHwDzRCdJw==</latexit>

Cs

⇤2
sd̄sd̄

<latexit sha1_base64="4sKcLRqrbtZot+UXGQLQWZhk7gY=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdOTeeZc61yA7uo5lI6PRBbkP7dnVq2aNQVcJHZBqqBAyzM/nSDGaUS4wgxJ2betRLkZEopiRvKKk0qSIDxCA9LXlKOISDeb7pPDI60EMIyFPlzBqfo7kaFIynHk68kIqaGc9ybif14/VeGFm1GepIpwPHsoTBlUMZyUAwMqCFZsrAnCguq/QjxEuiClK6zoEuz5lRdJp16zT2v1m7Nq47KoowwOwCE4ATY4Bw1wBVqgDTB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z0ZLRpHZB39gfHwD5M6dNQ==</latexit>

Cb

⇤2
bd̄bd̄

<latexit sha1_base64="Vm9qqkY/wL2MDDrKBmSBFy3+Whk=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdPz88y51rkA3dVz6Ds+ElmQ/9yeWbVq1hRwkdgFqYICLc/8dIIYpxHhCjMkZd+2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAIDUhfU44iIt1suk8Oj7QSwDAW+nAFp+rvRIYiKceRrycjpIZy3puI/3n9VIUXbkZ5kirC8eyhMGVQxXBSDgyoIFixsSYIC6r/CvEQ6YKUrrCiS7DnV14knXrNPq3Vb86qjcuijjI4AIfgBNjgHDTAFWiBNsDgATyBF/BqPBrPxpvxPhstGUVmH/yB8fENlB+dAg==</latexit>

Dimension 6 operators suppressing Dirac structure

Assuming O(1) Wilson Coefficients

⇤ & 104 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="CfdN1FzvyIoQhQuJMqFF9qeYQDo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJWUSjBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKe16p3tXK9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDuOyaOQ==</latexit>

⇤ & 104 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="CfdN1FzvyIoQhQuJMqFF9qeYQDo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJWUSjBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKe16p3tXK9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDuOyaOQ==</latexit>

⇤ & 103 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="0/ZWy3zqtAa+1Hts+x3f5XAPGGM=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJW0SDBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKW6tU787L9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDt1qaOA==</latexit>



FLAVOR IS MEASURED REALLY 
WELL!

• So unless it’s a very clean and large deviation it’s 
probably hard to make an anomaly work

• For LHC BSM physics it’s even crazier to think 
we’ll see something flavor dependent, right?



TYPICAL FLAVOR BOUNDS

Cc

⇤2
cūcū

<latexit sha1_base64="pyrYAA8+8eaIs55vAdxXfkP5ga4=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdPDeeZc61yA7uo5xI6PRJbmP7dnVq2aNQVcJHZBqqBAyzM/nSDGaUS4wgxJ2betRLkZEopiRvKKk0qSIDxCA9LXlKOISDeb7pPDI60EMIyFPlzBqfo7kaFIynHk68kIqaGc9ybif14/VeGFm1GepIpwPHsoTBlUMZyUAwMqCFZsrAnCguq/QjxEuiClK6zoEuz5lRdJp16zT2v1m7Nq47KoowwOwCE4ATY4Bw1wBVqgDTB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z0ZLRpHZB39gfHwDzRCdJw==</latexit>

Cs

⇤2
sd̄sd̄

<latexit sha1_base64="4sKcLRqrbtZot+UXGQLQWZhk7gY=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdOTeeZc61yA7uo5lI6PRBbkP7dnVq2aNQVcJHZBqqBAyzM/nSDGaUS4wgxJ2betRLkZEopiRvKKk0qSIDxCA9LXlKOISDeb7pPDI60EMIyFPlzBqfo7kaFIynHk68kIqaGc9ybif14/VeGFm1GepIpwPHsoTBlUMZyUAwMqCFZsrAnCguq/QjxEuiClK6zoEuz5lRdJp16zT2v1m7Nq47KoowwOwCE4ATY4Bw1wBVqgDTB4AE/gBbwaj8az8Wa8z0ZLRpHZB39gfHwD5M6dNQ==</latexit>

Cb

⇤2
bd̄bd̄

<latexit sha1_base64="Vm9qqkY/wL2MDDrKBmSBFy3+Whk=">AAACD3icbVA7T8MwGHTKq5RXgJHFogIxVUlBgrGiCwNDkehDakLkOE5r1XEi20GqovwDFv4KCwMIsbKy8W9w2yBBy0mWT3ffyf7OTxiVyrK+jNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7u51ZJwKTNo4ZrHo+UgSRjlpK6oY6SWCoMhnpOuPmhO/e0+EpDG/VeOEuBEacBpSjJSWPPPYCQXCWdPz88y51rkA3dVz6Ds+ElmQ/9yeWbVq1hRwkdgFqYICLc/8dIIYpxHhCjMkZd+2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAIDUhfU44iIt1suk8Oj7QSwDAW+nAFp+rvRIYiKceRrycjpIZy3puI/3n9VIUXbkZ5kirC8eyhMGVQxXBSDgyoIFixsSYIC6r/CvEQ6YKUrrCiS7DnV14knXrNPq3Vb86qjcuijjI4AIfgBNjgHDTAFWiBNsDgATyBF/BqPBrPxpvxPhstGUVmH/yB8fENlB+dAg==</latexit>

Dimension 6 operators suppressing Dirac structure

LHC COM Energy

⇤ & 104 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="CfdN1FzvyIoQhQuJMqFF9qeYQDo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJWUSjBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKe16p3tXK9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDuOyaOQ==</latexit>

⇤ & 104 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="CfdN1FzvyIoQhQuJMqFF9qeYQDo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJWUSjBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKe16p3tXK9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDuOyaOQ==</latexit>

⇤ & 103 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="0/ZWy3zqtAa+1Hts+x3f5XAPGGM=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJW0SDBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKW6tU787L9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDt1qaOA==</latexit>

⇤ �
<latexit sha1_base64="vpQGurm2tpa/EY7Q8vLy8aM4jeI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRV0GXRjQsXFewDklAmk0k6dDIJMxOhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtsstPXAwOGcc5l7T5BxprRtf1uVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH541FNpLgntkpSnchBgRTkTtKuZ5nSQSYqTgNN+ML6d+f0nKhVLxaOeZNRPcCxYxAjWRnK9exMNMfLieFhv2E17DrRKnJI0oERnWP/ywpTkCRWacKyU69iZ9gssNSOcTmtermiGyRjH1DVU4IQqv5ivPEVnRglRlErzhEZz9fdEgROlJklgkgnWI7XszcT/PDfX0bVfMJHlmgqy+CjKOdIpmt2PQiYp0XxiCCaSmV0RGWGJiTYt1UwJzvLJq6TXajoXzdbDZaN9U9ZRhRM4hXNw4AracAcd6AKBFJ7hFd4sbb1Y79bHIlqxyplj+APr8weg+JDT</latexit>
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WHY WOULD ONE EVEN 
BUILD THE LHC?

Bounds come from assuming O(1) Wilson Coefficients

CT

⇤2
(H†

DµH)2
<latexit sha1_base64="/UjoOSwSwNwtsMlkUT7e6oZ/u2s=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEiFoUoKEowVZejAUKS+pCaNHMdJrToP2Q5SFfUfWPgVFgYQYmVh429w2wzQciRLR+fco+t73IRRIQ3jW1tZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf29YPDjohTjkkbxyzmPRcJwmhE2pJKRnoJJyh0Gem6o/rU7z4QLmgcteQ4IXaIgoj6FCOpJEc/t3yOcFZ3WpPMulM5Dw2qk3JjYHkoCAiHt44VprBxNqg6esmoGDPAZWLmpARyNB39y/JinIYkkpghIfqmkUg7Q1xSzMikaKWCJAiPUED6ikYoJMLOZjdN4KlSPOjHXL1Iwpn6O5GhUIhx6KrJEMmhWPSm4n9eP5X+tZ3RKEklifB8kZ8yKGM4LQh6lBMs2VgRhDlVf4V4iFRJUtVYVCWYiycvk061Yl5UqveXpdpNXkcBHIMTUAYmuAI10ABN0AYYPIJn8AretCftRXvXPuajK1qeOQJ/oH3+ADnpnRQ=</latexit>

Similar problems for Electroweak Precision before the LHC

⇤ & 10TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ZFpqibYJf+FuRSmn+vnxzNrv/xs=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokJiQFVSkGCsYGFgKFJfUhNVjuO0Vm0nsh2kKurKwq+wMIAQK3/Axt/gtBmg5UiWjs45V773BAmjSjvOt1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b37P2DjopTiUkbxyyWvQApwqggbU01I71EEsQDRrrB+Cb3uw9EKhqLlp4kxOdoKGhEMdJGGtjQuzPhEEFvqE2KQ9fxzjyO9EjyrEU604FddWrODHCZuAWpggLNgf3lhTFOOREaM6RU33US7WdIaooZmVa8VJEE4TEakr6hAnGi/Gx2yRSeGCWEUSzNExrO1N8TGeJKTXhgkvmOatHLxf+8fqqjKz+jIkk1EXj+UZQyqGOY1wJDKgnWbGIIwpKaXSEeIYmwNuVVTAnu4snLpFOvuee1+v1FtXFd1FEGR+AYnAIXXIIGuAVN0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PubRklXMHII/sD5/AHxXmZM=</latexit>

If you throw in a weak coupling and a loop factor…

⇤ & 10TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ZFpqibYJf+FuRSmn+vnxzNrv/xs=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokJiQFVSkGCsYGFgKFJfUhNVjuO0Vm0nsh2kKurKwq+wMIAQK3/Axt/gtBmg5UiWjs45V773BAmjSjvOt1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b37P2DjopTiUkbxyyWvQApwqggbU01I71EEsQDRrrB+Cb3uw9EKhqLlp4kxOdoKGhEMdJGGtjQuzPhEEFvqE2KQ9fxzjyO9EjyrEU604FddWrODHCZuAWpggLNgf3lhTFOOREaM6RU33US7WdIaooZmVa8VJEE4TEakr6hAnGi/Gx2yRSeGCWEUSzNExrO1N8TGeJKTXhgkvmOatHLxf+8fqqjKz+jIkk1EXj+UZQyqGOY1wJDKgnWbGIIwpKaXSEeIYmwNuVVTAnu4snLpFOvuee1+v1FtXFd1FEGR+AYnAIXXIIGuAVN0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PubRklXMHII/sD5/AHxXmZM=</latexit>

⇤ & v
<latexit sha1_base64="EgUx7Wh0k1DVca2oaUC88uD0Roo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRV0GXRjQsXFewDmlAmk2k7dCYJMzeVEvspblwo4tYvceffOG2z0NYDA4dzzuXeOUEiuAbH+bYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gV0+bOk4VZQ1aSxi1QmIZoJHrAkcBOskihEZCNYORjczvz1mSvM4eoBJwnxJBhHvc0rASD277N2ZcEiwNwCTknjcsytO1ZkDrxI3JxWUo9Gzv7wwpqlkEVBBtO66TgJ+RhRwKti05KWaJYSOyIB1DY2IZNrP5qdP8alRQtyPlXkR4Ln6eyIjUuuJDExSEhjqZW8m/ud1U+hf+RmPkhRYRBeL+qnAEONZDzjkilEQE0MIVdzciumQKELBtFUyJbjLX14lrVrVPa/W7i8q9eu8jiI6RifoDLnoEtXRLWqgJqLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1sYgWrHzmCP2B9fkDq4+Tng==</latexit>

Weak scale is no problem!



WHY WOULD ONE EVEN 
BUILD THE LHC?

However…

⇤ & 10TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ZFpqibYJf+FuRSmn+vnxzNrv/xs=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokJiQFVSkGCsYGFgKFJfUhNVjuO0Vm0nsh2kKurKwq+wMIAQK3/Axt/gtBmg5UiWjs45V773BAmjSjvOt1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b37P2DjopTiUkbxyyWvQApwqggbU01I71EEsQDRrrB+Cb3uw9EKhqLlp4kxOdoKGhEMdJGGtjQuzPhEEFvqE2KQ9fxzjyO9EjyrEU604FddWrODHCZuAWpggLNgf3lhTFOOREaM6RU33US7WdIaooZmVa8VJEE4TEakr6hAnGi/Gx2yRSeGCWEUSzNExrO1N8TGeJKTXhgkvmOatHLxf+8fqqjKz+jIkk1EXj+UZQyqGOY1wJDKgnWbGIIwpKaXSEeIYmwNuVVTAnu4snLpFOvuee1+v1FtXFd1FEGR+AYnAIXXIIGuAVN0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PubRklXMHII/sD5/AHxXmZM=</latexit>

is much weaker than ⇤ & 104 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="CfdN1FzvyIoQhQuJMqFF9qeYQDo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYrZAYUJWUSjBWsDAwFKkvqQmV47itVduJbAepirqz8CssDCDEyg+w8Tc4bQZoOZKlo3POle89Qcyo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhW0WJxKSFIxbJboAUYVSQlqaakW4sCeIBI51gfJ35nQciFY1EU09i4nM0FHRAMdJG6tsl79aEQwS9oTYpDl3nvuadeRzpkeRpk7SnfbvsVJwZ4DJxc1IGORp9+8sLI5xwIjRmSKme68TaT5HUFDMyLXqJIjHCYzQkPUMF4kT56eyWKTwxSggHkTRPaDhTf0+kiCs14YFJZjuqRS8T//N6iR5c+ikVcaKJwPOPBgmDOoJZMTCkkmDNJoYgLKnZFeIRkghrU1/RlOAunrxM2tWKe16p3tXK9au8jgI4BiVwClxwAergBjRAC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mEdXrHzmCPyB9fkDuOyaOQ==</latexit>

EWPT FLAVOR

So you have to make much stronger assumptions
about flavor physics if you want to have any hint of it

at the LHC
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TYPICAL BSM 
LHC FLAVOR BIASES

Flavor is super constrained so new physics is completely flavor blind

or

“MFV”
Minimal Flavor Violation



MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
If we ignore SM Yukawa couplings

 SM has a very large global flavor symmetry

U(3)5 = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D ⇥ SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)E ⇥ U(1)5
<latexit sha1_base64="LjijMne2gqkLahh3wQZ5r/P1HeY=">AAACPnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqZIWBAtSxUNiYGgFaSu1IXJct7XqPGQ7SFXUL2PhG9gYWRhAiJURp81AWq5k+Zxz7/X1PW7IqJCG8aotLC4tr6zm1vLrG5tb2/rObkMEEcfEwgELeMtFgjDqE0tSyUgr5AR5LiNNd3iZ5JuPhAsa+PdyFBLbQ32f9ihGUkmOblnFytHDyfldcjv1jqQeEXDKLJihVxl2m01ep8wqmuo5Ry8YJWMScB6YKSiANGqO/tLpBjjyiC8xQ0K0TSOUdoy4pJiRcb4TCRIiPER90lbQR2qWHU/WH8NDpXRhL+Dq+BJO1L8dMfKEGHmuqvSQHIjZXCL+l2tHsndmx9QPI0l8PB3UixiUAUy8hF3KCZZspADCnKq/QjxAHGGpHM8rE8zZledBo1wyK6Vy/bhQvUjtyIF9cACKwASnoApuQA1YAIMn8AY+wKf2rL1rX9r3tHRBS3v2QCa0n1/iPqmc</latexit>

U(1)5 = U(1)B ⇥ U(1)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇥ U(1)PQ ⇥ U(1)E
<latexit sha1_base64="3KtcN8ldHCd1U/kHdZ83pLQnBEk=">AAACLXicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpexWRS9CqQoePLTgtpV2Ldk0bUOz2SXJCmXpH/LiXxHBQ0W8+jfMbntYWwdC3nszw8w8N2BUKtOcGEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/Lv1QYGJjn/mi6SJJGOXEVlQx0gwEQZ7LSMMdXsf5xjMRkvr8QY0C4nioz2mPYqS01Mnd2AXr5On8Kv46lbaiHpEwIfdp8pgmUbU2TvPbTi5vFs0k4CKwZiAPZlHt5N7bXR+HHuEKMyRlyzID5URIKIoZGWfboSQBwkPUJy0NOdKznCi5dgyPtdKFPV/oxxVM1HRHhDwpR56rKz2kBnI+F4v/5Vqh6l06EeVBqAjH00G9kEHlw9g62KWCYMVGGiAsqN4V4gESCCttcFabYM2fvAjqpaJ1WizVzvLlysyODDgER6AALHAByuAOVIENMHgBb2ACPo1X48P4Mr6npUvGrOcA/Anj5xfSP6RJ</latexit>

L � Y d
ijQL�DRj + Y u

ijQLi�̃URj
<latexit sha1_base64="YGoZn9qBaG8Ym8Ovc5LzMVvXAoQ=">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</latexit>

Badly broken by e.g. SM quark Yukawas 
which are arbitrary 3x3 complex matrices

Seibergology spurions to the rescue



MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
L � Y d

ijQL�DRj + Y u
ijQLi�̃URj

<latexit sha1_base64="YGoZn9qBaG8Ym8Ovc5LzMVvXAoQ=">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</latexit>

Assume Yukawas transform under the global symmetry
and they are some background field which spontaneously 

breaks the symmetry

SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D
<latexit sha1_base64="rftxkE+kf9LG6uOCL+Q/DuqpcTU=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL3rE/G1amkzEU2wIbtgoiVRC0uILpDAZjM7zMKE2UdmZk3Ihh+w8VdsLDTG1t7Ov3F4FAKeZJJzz7k3d+7xE86ksqwfY2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3ds3Dw4bMk4FoQ6JeSxaPpaUs4g6iilOW4mgOPQ5bfqDm7HffKRCsjh6UMOEuiHuRSxgBCsteebpvVOsnHv1jmIhlWhaOWiuvPXMglWyJkDLxJ6RAsxQ88zvTjcmaUgjRTiWsm1biXIzLBQjnI7ynVTSBJMB7tG2phHWy9xscs0InWmli4JY6BcpNFH/TmQ4lHIY+rozxKovF72x+J/XTlVw5WYsSlJFIzJdFKQcqRiNo0FdJihRfKgJJoLpvyLSxwITpQPM6xDsxZOXSaNcsiulcv2iUL2exZGDYziBIthwCVW4gxo4QOAJXuAN3o1n49X4MD6nrSvGbOYI5mB8/QIEl5j+</latexit>

e.g. under

Y u ⇠ (3, 3̄, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="oHVk0zuOUtHJB/WmjKx58FDPSYk=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARKpQy0wq6LLpxWcE+pDOWTJppQ5PMkGSEMnbhr7hxoYhbf8Odf2PazkKrBy4czrmXe+8JYkaVdpwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube/Yu3stFSUSkyaOWCQ7AVKEUUGammpGOrEkiAeMtIPR5dRv3xOpaCRu9DgmPkcDQUOKkTZSzz64vUugpyiHpVrZC5BMa5Oye9Kzi07FmQH+JW5GiiBDo2d/ev0IJ5wIjRlSqus6sfZTJDXFjEwKXqJIjPAIDUjXUIE4UX46u38Cj43Sh2EkTQkNZ+rPiRRxpcY8MJ0c6aFa9Kbif1430eG5n1IRJ5oIPF8UJgzqCE7DgH0qCdZsbAjCkppbIR4iibA2kRVMCO7iy39Jq1pxa5Xq9WmxfpHFkQeH4AiUgAvOQB1cgQZoAgwewBN4Aa/Wo/VsvVnv89aclc3sg1+wPr4BYP+UZQ==</latexit>

Y d ⇠ (3, 1, 3̄)
<latexit sha1_base64="lvPEyNgEKNGy7LfJCdNRhw0Nw7M=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARKpQy0wq6LLpxWcE+pDOWTCZtQ5PMkGSEMnbhr7hxoYhbf8Odf2PazkKrBy4czrmXe+8JYkaVdpwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube/Yu3stFSUSkyaOWCQ7AVKEUUGammpGOrEkiAeMtIPR5dRv3xOpaCRu9DgmPkcDQfsUI22knn1wexdCT1EOS7WyW/YCJNPa5KRnF52KMwP8S9yMFEGGRs/+9MIIJ5wIjRlSqus6sfZTJDXFjEwKXqJIjPAIDUjXUIE4UX46u38Cj40Swn4kTQkNZ+rPiRRxpcY8MJ0c6aFa9Kbif1430f1zP6UiTjQReL6onzCoIzgNA4ZUEqzZ2BCEJTW3QjxEEmFtIiuYENzFl/+SVrXi1irV69Ni/SKLIw8OwREoARecgTq4Ag3QBBg8gCfwAl6tR+vZerPe5605K5vZB79gfXwDQxCUVA==</latexit>

Why is this way of thinking useful?



MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
Assume the only spurions which break the SM global flavor symmetry 

are the SM Yukawas!
(D’ Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia)



MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
Assume the only spurions which break the SM global flavor symmetry 

are the SM Yukawas!

This is NOT a theory of FLAVOR
(D’ Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia)



MFV EXAMPLE:
GAUGE MEDIATED SUSY BREAKING

Standard Model

Flavor Theory SUSY Breaking

Gauge
InteractionsFlavored

Interactions

In the end of the day SUSY only knows about flavor through SM



MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
Assume the only spurious which break the SM global flavor symmetry 

are the SM Yukawas!

This is NOT a theory of FLAVOR

This is an ansatz, but one when combined with the symmetry group
tells you exactly how any new physics operator transforms

If you USE MFV, you can typical bring the flavorful
scale of NP down to the few TeV scale rather than 10^4 TeV

Inherit SM suppression of Yukawa and CKM

(D’ Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, Strumia)



MFV IN PRACTICE

EFT only Coupling to BSM physics!

1

⇤2
(Q̄L�

µQL)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="VDJtFnLHCt6Xi29ZJzjb8tJ0/Qg=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4U14BRhaLCqksJQlIMFawMHSgEgWkJo1uXKdY2ElkO0hVlM9g4VdYGECItRt/g/sYgHIkS0fn3KPre6KMM6Ud58uam19YXFpeWa2srW9sbtnbOzcqzSWhbZLyVN5FoChnCW1rpjm9yyQFEXF6Gz1cjPzbRyoVS5NrPchoIKCfsJgR0EYK7SM/lkAKtyz8pkn1oOuVNT8CWbTKsIn9PggBXV/kuBU2D7teaFedujMGniXulFTRFFehPfR7KckFTTThoFTHdTIdFCA1I5yWFT9XNAPyAH3aMTQBQVVQjA8r8YFRejhOpXmJxmP1Z6IAodRARGZSgL5Xf72R+J/XyXV8FhQsyXJNEzJZFOcc6xSPWsI9JinRfGAIEMnMXzG5B9OUNl1WTAnu35NnyY1Xd4/rXuuk2jif1rGC9tA+qiEXnaIGukRXqI0IekIv6A29W8/Wq/VhfU5G56xpZhf9gjX8BoVOn2g=</latexit>

Tells you what to put as
coefficient in terms of Yukawa’s of SM

(Q̄L�
µQL)O

BSM
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="PZWJDiIwAheTZcORw8bHlbD/Uzw=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBT2GePEQMUHzgGxceieTOGRmd5mZFcKyv+HFX/HiQRGPevJvnDwOGi1oKKq66e7yI86Utu0vK7OwuLS8kl3Nra1vbG7lt3eaKowloQ0S8lC2fVCUs4A2NNOctiNJQfictvzh+dhv3VOpWBjc6FFEuwIGAeszAtpIXt4uuj7IpJ56VewOQAi4dUWM6171ELsC9B0Bnlylt0nl+jL1jOXlC3bJngD/Jc6MFNAMNS//4fZCEgsaaMJBqY5jR7qbgNSMcJrm3FjRCMgQBrRjaACCqm4y+SzFB0bp4X4oTQUaT9SfEwkIpUbCN53jY9W8Nxb/8zqx7p91ExZEsaYBmS7qxxzrEI9jwj0mKdF8ZAgQycytmNyBBKJNmDkTgjP/8l/SPCo5x6Wj+kmhXJnFkUV7aB8VkYNOURldoBpqIIIe0BN6Qa/Wo/VsvVnv09aMNZvZRb9gfX4Dk8ugDg==</latexit>



IT’S SOMEWHAT “NEEDED” IF 
YOU WANT TO DO SM EFT

Michael Trott

Even at Dimension 6, the number of operators blows up
if you have a general flavor structure



EVEN THOUGH IT ALLOWS 
FOR “FLAVORFUL” COUPLINGS

Coupling to BSM physics!

(Q̄L�
µQL)O

BSM
µ

<latexit sha1_base64="PZWJDiIwAheTZcORw8bHlbD/Uzw=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBT2GePEQMUHzgGxceieTOGRmd5mZFcKyv+HFX/HiQRGPevJvnDwOGi1oKKq66e7yI86Utu0vK7OwuLS8kl3Nra1vbG7lt3eaKowloQ0S8lC2fVCUs4A2NNOctiNJQfictvzh+dhv3VOpWBjc6FFEuwIGAeszAtpIXt4uuj7IpJ56VewOQAi4dUWM6171ELsC9B0Bnlylt0nl+jL1jOXlC3bJngD/Jc6MFNAMNS//4fZCEgsaaMJBqY5jR7qbgNSMcJrm3FjRCMgQBrRjaACCqm4y+SzFB0bp4X4oTQUaT9SfEwkIpUbCN53jY9W8Nxb/8zqx7p91ExZEsaYBmS7qxxzrEI9jwj0mKdF8ZAgQycytmNyBBKJNmDkTgjP/8l/SPCo5x6Wj+kmhXJnFkUV7aB8VkYNOURldoBpqIIIe0BN6Qa/Wo/VsvVnv09aMNZvZRb9gfX4Dk8ugDg==</latexit>

It’s still kind of boring!  
Looks just like the SM: 3rd gen domination



EXTENSIONS OF MFV

GMFV: General Minimal Flavor Violation (Kagan, Perez, Volansky, Zupan)

NMFV: Next to Minimal Flavor Violation (Agashe, Papucci, Perez, Pirjol)

MFV + more flavor violation in 3rd gen

MFV + polynomials of Yukawa when needed because of 3rd gen

Amusingly, “flavored” BSM ansatz basically give the same 
guidance as naturalness



ARE WE BIASING OURSELVES INTO 
LOOKING ONLY IN CERTAIN PLACES?



HOW DO WE GET AROUND 
OUR BIASES?



HOW DO WE GET AROUND 
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HOW DO WE GET AROUND 
OUR BIASES?

We have to go back to the beginning and look at our assumptions



ALIGNED FLAVOR VIOLATION
AND

SPONTANEOUS FLAVOR VIOLATION



WE’RE ALL FAMILIAR WITH 
THE MASS BASIS OF THE SM
All SM Yukawas are Diagonal and all non-trivial flavor lives

in the CKM matrix for charged current interactions

We get there by using all those extra global (symmetry) rotations
of our matter fields



WE’RE ALL FAMILIAR WITH 
THE MASS BASIS OF THE SM
All SM Yukawas are Diagonal and all non-trivial flavor lives

in the CKM matrix for charged current interactions

We get there by using all those extra global (symmetry) rotations
of our matter fields

In the gauge basis we can think of a “special basis”  where

Yd = �d
<latexit sha1_base64="O62B+9x+d2iaxoztiNrhdA2yJCY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiS1oBuh6MZlBfuQNoTJZNIOnUzizKRQQr/DjQtF3Pox7vwbp20W2npg4HDOudw7x084U9q2v63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aqs4lYS2SMxj2fWxopwJ2tJMc9pNJMWRz2nHH93O/M6YSsVi8aAnCXUjPBAsZARrI7mPXnDd5yYeYC/wyhW7as+BVomTkwrkaHrlr34QkzSiQhOOleo5dqLdDEvNCKfTUj9VNMFkhAe0Z6jAEVVuNj96is6MEqAwluYJjebq74kMR0pNIt8kI6yHatmbif95vVSHV27GRJJqKshiUZhypGM0awAFTFKi+cQQTCQztyIyxBITbXoqmRKc5S+vknat6lxUa/f1SuMmr6MIJ3AK5+DAJTTgDprQAgJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fpYRAtWPnMMf2B9/gBipJHZ</latexit>

and Yu = V †�u
<latexit sha1_base64="RuN/jk7E9TxjOZ2sI/6/AfDYpvY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokVdCNUHTjsoJ9SBPDZDJJh04mYR5CCd34K25cKOLWz3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHu4c0+YMyqV43xbpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fe3WvLTAtMWjhjmeiGSBJGOWkpqhjp5oKgNGSkEw6ux37nkQhJM36nhjnxU5RwGlOMlJEC++A+0JftBy9CSUIE9JiJRijQgV11as4EcJG4M1IFMzQD+8uLMqxTwhVmSMqe6+TKL5BQFDMyqnhakhzhAUpIz1COUiL9YnLACB4bJYJxJszjCk7U34kCpVIO09BMpkj15bw3Fv/zelrFF35Bea4V4Xi6KNYMqgyO24ARFQQrNjQEYUHNXyHuI4GwMp1VTAnu/MmLpF2vuae1+u1ZtXE1q6MMDsEROAEuOAcNcAOaoAUwGIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqajJWuW2Qd/YH3+ADbnlio=</latexit>

or
Yd = V �d

<latexit sha1_base64="06T1OvNXA503r6/q6IHRheugfj0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRV0I1QdOOygn1IG8JkMmmHTiZhZlIooX/ixoUibv0Td/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHu6dE6ScKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2irJJKEtkvBEdgOsKGeCtjTTnHZTSXEccNoJRnczvzOmUrFEPOpJSr0YDwSLGMHaSL5tP/nhDWqjPjeZEPuhb1edmjMHWiVuQapQoOnbX/0wIVlMhSYcK9VznVR7OZaaEU6nlX6maIrJCA9oz1CBY6q8fH75FJ0ZJURRIs0TGs3V34kcx0pN4sBMxlgP1bI3E//zepmOrr2ciTTTVJDFoijjSCdoVgMKmaRE84khmEhmbkVkiCUm2pRVMSW4y19eJe16zb2o1R8uq43boo4ynMApnIMLV9CAe2hCCwiM4Rle4c3KrRfr3fpYjJasInMMf2B9/gA2z5K+</latexit>

and Yu = �u
<latexit sha1_base64="QwqQpZRRIGVg16ikCGAwvZZU+IU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQKuhGKblxWsA9pQ5hMJu3QySTOo1BKv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BunbRbaemDgcM653DsnzDhT2nW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDYVKmRhDZIylPZDrGinAna0Exz2s4kxUnIaSsc3E791pBKxVLxoEcZ9RPcEyxmBGsr+Y+Bue5yG49wYIJS2a24M6Bl4uWkDDnqQemrG6XEJFRowrFSHc/NtD/GUjPC6aTYNYpmmAxwj3YsFTihyh/Pjp6gU6tEKE6lfUKjmfp7YowTpUZJaJMJ1n216E3F/7yO0fGVP2YiM5oKMl8UG450iqYNoIhJSjQfWYKJZPZWRPpYYqJtT0Vbgrf45WXSrFa880r1/qJcu8nrKMAxnMAZeHAJNbiDOjSAwBM8wyu8OUPnxXl3PubRFSefOYI/cD5/AJbWkfs=</latexit>



Yd = �d
<latexit sha1_base64="O62B+9x+d2iaxoztiNrhdA2yJCY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiS1oBuh6MZlBfuQNoTJZNIOnUzizKRQQr/DjQtF3Pox7vwbp20W2npg4HDOudw7x084U9q2v63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aqs4lYS2SMxj2fWxopwJ2tJMc9pNJMWRz2nHH93O/M6YSsVi8aAnCXUjPBAsZARrI7mPXnDd5yYeYC/wyhW7as+BVomTkwrkaHrlr34QkzSiQhOOleo5dqLdDEvNCKfTUj9VNMFkhAe0Z6jAEVVuNj96is6MEqAwluYJjebq74kMR0pNIt8kI6yHatmbif95vVSHV27GRJJqKshiUZhypGM0awAFTFKi+cQQTCQztyIyxBITbXoqmRKc5S+vknat6lxUa/f1SuMmr6MIJ3AK5+DAJTTgDprQAgJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fpYRAtWPnMMf2B9/gBipJHZ</latexit>

and Yu = V †�u
<latexit sha1_base64="RuN/jk7E9TxjOZ2sI/6/AfDYpvY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokVdCNUHTjsoJ9SBPDZDJJh04mYR5CCd34K25cKOLWz3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHu4c0+YMyqV43xbpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fe3WvLTAtMWjhjmeiGSBJGOWkpqhjp5oKgNGSkEw6ux37nkQhJM36nhjnxU5RwGlOMlJEC++A+0JftBy9CSUIE9JiJRijQgV11as4EcJG4M1IFMzQD+8uLMqxTwhVmSMqe6+TKL5BQFDMyqnhakhzhAUpIz1COUiL9YnLACB4bJYJxJszjCk7U34kCpVIO09BMpkj15bw3Fv/zelrFF35Bea4V4Xi6KNYMqgyO24ARFQQrNjQEYUHNXyHuI4GwMp1VTAnu/MmLpF2vuae1+u1ZtXE1q6MMDsEROAEuOAcNcAOaoAUwGIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqajJWuW2Qd/YH3+ADbnlio=</latexit>

or
Yd = V �d

<latexit sha1_base64="06T1OvNXA503r6/q6IHRheugfj0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRV0I1QdOOygn1IG8JkMmmHTiZhZlIooX/ixoUibv0Td/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHu6dE6ScKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2irJJKEtkvBEdgOsKGeCtjTTnHZTSXEccNoJRnczvzOmUrFEPOpJSr0YDwSLGMHaSL5tP/nhDWqjPjeZEPuhb1edmjMHWiVuQapQoOnbX/0wIVlMhSYcK9VznVR7OZaaEU6nlX6maIrJCA9oz1CBY6q8fH75FJ0ZJURRIs0TGs3V34kcx0pN4sBMxlgP1bI3E//zepmOrr2ciTTTVJDFoijjSCdoVgMKmaRE84khmEhmbkVkiCUm2pRVMSW4y19eJe16zb2o1R8uq43boo4ynMApnIMLV9CAe2hCCwiM4Rle4c3KrRfr3fpYjJasInMMf2B9/gA2z5K+</latexit>

and Yu = �u
<latexit sha1_base64="QwqQpZRRIGVg16ikCGAwvZZU+IU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQKuhGKblxWsA9pQ5hMJu3QySTOo1BKv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BunbRbaemDgcM653DsnzDhT2nW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDYVKmRhDZIylPZDrGinAna0Exz2s4kxUnIaSsc3E791pBKxVLxoEcZ9RPcEyxmBGsr+Y+Bue5yG49wYIJS2a24M6Bl4uWkDDnqQemrG6XEJFRowrFSHc/NtD/GUjPC6aTYNYpmmAxwj3YsFTihyh/Pjp6gU6tEKE6lfUKjmfp7YowTpUZJaJMJ1n216E3F/7yO0fGVP2YiM5oKMl8UG450iqYNoIhJSjQfWYKJZPZWRPpYYqJtT0Vbgrf45WXSrFa880r1/qJcu8nrKMAxnMAZeHAJNbiDOjSAwBM8wyu8OUPnxXl3PubRFSefOYI/cD5/AJbWkfs=</latexit>

IN ONE OF THESE SPECIAL 
BASIS CHOICES…

For instance the first choice…



Yd = �d
<latexit sha1_base64="O62B+9x+d2iaxoztiNrhdA2yJCY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiS1oBuh6MZlBfuQNoTJZNIOnUzizKRQQr/DjQtF3Pox7vwbp20W2npg4HDOudw7x084U9q2v63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aqs4lYS2SMxj2fWxopwJ2tJMc9pNJMWRz2nHH93O/M6YSsVi8aAnCXUjPBAsZARrI7mPXnDd5yYeYC/wyhW7as+BVomTkwrkaHrlr34QkzSiQhOOleo5dqLdDEvNCKfTUj9VNMFkhAe0Z6jAEVVuNj96is6MEqAwluYJjebq74kMR0pNIt8kI6yHatmbif95vVSHV27GRJJqKshiUZhypGM0awAFTFKi+cQQTCQztyIyxBITbXoqmRKc5S+vknat6lxUa/f1SuMmr6MIJ3AK5+DAJTTgDprQAgJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fpYRAtWPnMMf2B9/gBipJHZ</latexit>

and Yu = V †�u
<latexit sha1_base64="RuN/jk7E9TxjOZ2sI/6/AfDYpvY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokVdCNUHTjsoJ9SBPDZDJJh04mYR5CCd34K25cKOLWz3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHu4c0+YMyqV43xbpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fe3WvLTAtMWjhjmeiGSBJGOWkpqhjp5oKgNGSkEw6ux37nkQhJM36nhjnxU5RwGlOMlJEC++A+0JftBy9CSUIE9JiJRijQgV11as4EcJG4M1IFMzQD+8uLMqxTwhVmSMqe6+TKL5BQFDMyqnhakhzhAUpIz1COUiL9YnLACB4bJYJxJszjCk7U34kCpVIO09BMpkj15bw3Fv/zelrFF35Bea4V4Xi6KNYMqgyO24ARFQQrNjQEYUHNXyHuI4GwMp1VTAnu/MmLpF2vuae1+u1ZtXE1q6MMDsEROAEuOAcNcAOaoAUwGIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqajJWuW2Qd/YH3+ADbnlio=</latexit>

or
Yd = V �d

<latexit sha1_base64="06T1OvNXA503r6/q6IHRheugfj0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRV0I1QdOOygn1IG8JkMmmHTiZhZlIooX/ixoUibv0Td/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHu6dE6ScKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2irJJKEtkvBEdgOsKGeCtjTTnHZTSXEccNoJRnczvzOmUrFEPOpJSr0YDwSLGMHaSL5tP/nhDWqjPjeZEPuhb1edmjMHWiVuQapQoOnbX/0wIVlMhSYcK9VznVR7OZaaEU6nlX6maIrJCA9oz1CBY6q8fH75FJ0ZJURRIs0TGs3V34kcx0pN4sBMxlgP1bI3E//zepmOrr2ciTTTVJDFoijjSCdoVgMKmaRE84khmEhmbkVkiCUm2pRVMSW4y19eJe16zb2o1R8uq43boo4ynMApnIMLV9CAe2hCCwiM4Rle4c3KrRfr3fpYjJasInMMf2B9/gA2z5K+</latexit>

and Yu = �u
<latexit sha1_base64="QwqQpZRRIGVg16ikCGAwvZZU+IU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQKuhGKblxWsA9pQ5hMJu3QySTOo1BKv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BunbRbaemDgcM653DsnzDhT2nW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDYVKmRhDZIylPZDrGinAna0Exz2s4kxUnIaSsc3E791pBKxVLxoEcZ9RPcEyxmBGsr+Y+Bue5yG49wYIJS2a24M6Bl4uWkDDnqQemrG6XEJFRowrFSHc/NtD/GUjPC6aTYNYpmmAxwj3YsFTihyh/Pjp6gU6tEKE6lfUKjmfp7YowTpUZJaJMJ1n216E3F/7yO0fGVP2YiM5oKMl8UG450iqYNoIhJSjQfWYKJZPZWRPpYYqJtT0Vbgrf45WXSrFa880r1/qJcu8nrKMAxnMAZeHAJNbiDOjSAwBM8wyu8OUPnxXl3PubRFSefOYI/cD5/AJbWkfs=</latexit>

IN ONE OF THESE SPECIAL 
BASIS CHOICES…

For instance the first choice…

I don’t need to do anything more to the down sector to go to the 
mass basis, it’s already diagonal… all non-trivial flavor violation is up-

type



Yd = �d
<latexit sha1_base64="O62B+9x+d2iaxoztiNrhdA2yJCY=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiS1oBuh6MZlBfuQNoTJZNIOnUzizKRQQr/DjQtF3Pox7vwbp20W2npg4HDOudw7x084U9q2v63C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aqs4lYS2SMxj2fWxopwJ2tJMc9pNJMWRz2nHH93O/M6YSsVi8aAnCXUjPBAsZARrI7mPXnDd5yYeYC/wyhW7as+BVomTkwrkaHrlr34QkzSiQhOOleo5dqLdDEvNCKfTUj9VNMFkhAe0Z6jAEVVuNj96is6MEqAwluYJjebq74kMR0pNIt8kI6yHatmbif95vVSHV27GRJJqKshiUZhypGM0awAFTFKi+cQQTCQztyIyxBITbXoqmRKc5S+vknat6lxUa/f1SuMmr6MIJ3AK5+DAJTTgDprQAgJP8Ayv8GaNrRfr3fpYRAtWPnMMf2B9/gBipJHZ</latexit>

and Yu = V †�u
<latexit sha1_base64="RuN/jk7E9TxjOZ2sI/6/AfDYpvY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokVdCNUHTjsoJ9SBPDZDJJh04mYR5CCd34K25cKOLWz3Dn3zh9LLT1wMDhnHu4c0+YMyqV43xbpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fe3WvLTAtMWjhjmeiGSBJGOWkpqhjp5oKgNGSkEw6ux37nkQhJM36nhjnxU5RwGlOMlJEC++A+0JftBy9CSUIE9JiJRijQgV11as4EcJG4M1IFMzQD+8uLMqxTwhVmSMqe6+TKL5BQFDMyqnhakhzhAUpIz1COUiL9YnLACB4bJYJxJszjCk7U34kCpVIO09BMpkj15bw3Fv/zelrFF35Bea4V4Xi6KNYMqgyO24ARFQQrNjQEYUHNXyHuI4GwMp1VTAnu/MmLpF2vuae1+u1ZtXE1q6MMDsEROAEuOAcNcAOaoAUwGIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqajJWuW2Qd/YH3+ADbnlio=</latexit>

or
Yd = V �d

<latexit sha1_base64="06T1OvNXA503r6/q6IHRheugfj0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRV0I1QdOOygn1IG8JkMmmHTiZhZlIooX/ixoUibv0Td/6N0zYLbT0wcDjnHu6dE6ScKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2irJJKEtkvBEdgOsKGeCtjTTnHZTSXEccNoJRnczvzOmUrFEPOpJSr0YDwSLGMHaSL5tP/nhDWqjPjeZEPuhb1edmjMHWiVuQapQoOnbX/0wIVlMhSYcK9VznVR7OZaaEU6nlX6maIrJCA9oz1CBY6q8fH75FJ0ZJURRIs0TGs3V34kcx0pN4sBMxlgP1bI3E//zepmOrr2ciTTTVJDFoijjSCdoVgMKmaRE84khmEhmbkVkiCUm2pRVMSW4y19eJe16zb2o1R8uq43boo4ynMApnIMLV9CAe2hCCwiM4Rle4c3KrRfr3fpYjJasInMMf2B9/gA2z5K+</latexit>

and Yu = �u
<latexit sha1_base64="QwqQpZRRIGVg16ikCGAwvZZU+IU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQKuhGKblxWsA9pQ5hMJu3QySTOo1BKv8ONC0Xc+jHu/BunbRbaemDgcM653DsnzDhT2nW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDYVKmRhDZIylPZDrGinAna0Exz2s4kxUnIaSsc3E791pBKxVLxoEcZ9RPcEyxmBGsr+Y+Bue5yG49wYIJS2a24M6Bl4uWkDDnqQemrG6XEJFRowrFSHc/NtD/GUjPC6aTYNYpmmAxwj3YsFTihyh/Pjp6gU6tEKE6lfUKjmfp7YowTpUZJaJMJ1n216E3F/7yO0fGVP2YiM5oKMl8UG450iqYNoIhJSjQfWYKJZPZWRPpYYqJtT0Vbgrf45WXSrFa880r1/qJcu8nrKMAxnMAZeHAJNbiDOjSAwBM8wyu8OUPnxXl3PubRFSefOYI/cD5/AJbWkfs=</latexit>

IN ONE OF THESE SPECIAL 
BASIS CHOICES…

For instance the first choice…

I don’t need to do anything more to the down sector to go to the 
mass basis, it’s already diagonal… all non-trivial flavor violation is up-

type

If I had some new down-type spurion that coupled BSM physics 
beyond     , I’d just need it to be diagonal in this basis and no new  tree 

level FCNCs!!
Yd

<latexit sha1_base64="bGHpdV1j76as7fsD8L8Zz3zDQlE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGi/ZA2lM1m0y7dbMLuRCilP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJsk04w2WyES3A2q4FIo3UKDk7VRzGgeSt4LhzdRvPXFtRKIecJRyP6Z9JSLBKFrp/rEX9kplt+LOQJaJl5My5Kj3Sl/dMGFZzBUySY3peG6K/phqFEzySbGbGZ5SNqR93rFU0Zgbfzw7dUJOrRKSKNG2FJKZ+ntiTGNjRnFgO2OKA7PoTcX/vE6G0ZU/FirNkCs2XxRlkmBCpn+TUGjOUI4soUwLeythA6opQ5tO0YbgLb68TJrVindeqd5dlGvXeRwFOIYTOAMPLqEGt1CHBjDowzO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMrEI24</latexit>

Alignment (Nir, Seiberg)



ALIGNMENT
Seiberg and Nir are great physicists, so they wouldn’t just make

a basis dependent statement…



ALIGNMENT
Seiberg and Nir are great physicists, so they wouldn’t just make

a basis dependent statement…

If you had a “complete” model of flavor, you could actually make
statements about the form of the Yukawas

Implemented Frogatt-Nielsen models for SUSY Flavor Alignment



ALIGNMENT
Seiberg and Nir are great physicists, so they wouldn’t just make

a basis dependent statement…

If you had a “complete” model of flavor, you could actually make
statements about the form of the Yukawas

Implemented Frogatt-Nielsen models for SUSY Flavor Alignment

Unfortunately you don’t gain a lot in collider pheno



CAN WE GET:
• Successes of Flavor Alignment in a Basis Independent way

• Fancier way of saying: if we introduce a new spurion such 
as 

• Can we write down a UV complete model that has 
parametrically new collider phenomenology

• Can we do it in a way that’s modular, i.e. can be applied to 
many BSM theories?

u,d
<latexit sha1_base64="2xa3Nj4nC9H0d4sjFlgQ+1gIMhA=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuJCSVEGXRTcuK9gLtLGcTCbt0EkyzEyUEvsoblwo4tYncefbOG2z0NYfBj7+cw7nzO8LzpR2nG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tnl/ZZKUklokyQ8kR0fFOUspk3NNKcdISlEPqdtf3Q9rbcfqFQsie/0WFAvgkHMQkZAG6tvl3sjEALu09Mcgr5dcarOTHgZ3BwqKFejb3/1goSkEY014aBU13WE9jKQmhFOJ6VeqqgAMoIB7RqMIaLKy2anT/CxcQIcJtK8WOOZ+3sig0ipceSbzgj0UC3WpuZ/tW6qw0svY7FINY3JfFGYcqwTPM0BB0xSovnYABDJzK2YDEEC0SatkgnBXfzyMrRqVfesWrs9r9Sv8jiK6BAdoRPkogtURzeogZqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1se8tWDlMwfoj6zPHyULk+w=</latexit>

transforming like yu, yd
<latexit sha1_base64="XbdGfysNTxIeygAgw7gcb5pj7ZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCnosevFYwX5Am5bNZtMu3WzC7kYIoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zM82LOlLbtb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POipKJKFtEvFI9jysKGeCtjXTnPZiSXHocdr1pne5332iUrFIPOo0pm6Ix4IFjGBtpG46TC7SoT+q1uy6PQdaJU5BalCgNap+DfyIJCEVmnCsVN+xY+1mWGpGOJ1VBomiMSZTPKZ9QwUOqXKz+bkzdGYUHwWRNCU0mqu/JzIcKpWGnukMsZ6oZS8X//P6iQ5u3IyJONFUkMWiIOFIRyj/HflMUqJ5aggmkplbEZlgiYk2CVVMCM7yy6uk06g7l/XGw1WteVvEUYYTOIVzcOAamnAPLWgDgSk8wyu8WbH1Yr1bH4vWklXMHMMfWJ8/LwiPdw==</latexit>

is it auto-aligned?



CAN WE GET:
• Successes of Flavor Alignment in a Basis independent way

• Fancier way of saying: if we introduce a new spurion 
such as 

• Can we write down a UV complete model that has 
parametrically new collider phenomenology

• Can we do it in a way that’s modular, i.e. can be applied to 
many BSM theories?

u,d
<latexit sha1_base64="2xa3Nj4nC9H0d4sjFlgQ+1gIMhA=">AAAB+nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm8EiuJCSVEGXRTcuK9gLtLGcTCbt0EkyzEyUEvsoblwo4tYncefbOG2z0NYfBj7+cw7nzO8LzpR2nG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tnl/ZZKUklokyQ8kR0fFOUspk3NNKcdISlEPqdtf3Q9rbcfqFQsie/0WFAvgkHMQkZAG6tvl3sjEALu09Mcgr5dcarOTHgZ3BwqKFejb3/1goSkEY014aBU13WE9jKQmhFOJ6VeqqgAMoIB7RqMIaLKy2anT/CxcQIcJtK8WOOZ+3sig0ipceSbzgj0UC3WpuZ/tW6qw0svY7FINY3JfFGYcqwTPM0BB0xSovnYABDJzK2YDEEC0SatkgnBXfzyMrRqVfesWrs9r9Sv8jiK6BAdoRPkogtURzeogZqIoEf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1se8tWDlMwfoj6zPHyULk+w=</latexit>

transforming like yu, yd
<latexit sha1_base64="XbdGfysNTxIeygAgw7gcb5pj7ZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCnosevFYwX5Am5bNZtMu3WzC7kYIoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zM82LOlLbtb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POipKJKFtEvFI9jysKGeCtjXTnPZiSXHocdr1pne5332iUrFIPOo0pm6Ix4IFjGBtpG46TC7SoT+q1uy6PQdaJU5BalCgNap+DfyIJCEVmnCsVN+xY+1mWGpGOJ1VBomiMSZTPKZ9QwUOqXKz+bkzdGYUHwWRNCU0mqu/JzIcKpWGnukMsZ6oZS8X//P6iQ5u3IyJONFUkMWiIOFIRyj/HflMUqJ5aggmkplbEZlgiYk2CVVMCM7yy6uk06g7l/XGw1WteVvEUYYTOIVzcOAamnAPLWgDgSk8wyu8WbH1Yr1bH4vWklXMHMMfWJ8/LwiPdw==</latexit>

is it auto-aligned?YES



SPONTANEOUS FLAVOR 
VIOLATION (SFV)

• No renormalizable breaking of               other 
than WF renormalization of RH u or d quarks

• No flavor breaking spurions or fields other than 
SM ones and WF transforming under         or

U(1)3f ⇥ CP
<latexit sha1_base64="SpAsMjVteGC7q9tTH81BKxHI4Nk=">AAAB+nicbVBNTwIxFHzrJ+IX6NFLIzHBC9kFEz0SuXjExAUSWEm3dKGh2920XQ1Z+SlePGiMV3+JN/+NBfag4CRNJjPz8l7HjzlT2ra/rbX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwUDxqqSiRhLok4pHs+FhRzgR1NdOcdmJJcehz2vbHjZnffqBSsUjc6UlMvRAPBQsYwdpI/ULRLTvn/eC+1tMspAo1mv1Cya7Yc6BV4mSkBBlM/qs3iEgSUqEJx0p1HTvWXoqlZoTTab6XKBpjMsZD2jVUYLPHS+enT9GZUQYoiKR5QqO5+nsixaFSk9A3yRDrkVr2ZuJ/XjfRwZWXMhEnmgqyWBQkHOkIzXpAAyYp0XxiCCaSmVsRGWGJiTZt5U0JzvKXV0mrWnFqlertRal+ndWRgxM4hTI4cAl1uIEmuEDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+FtE1K5s5hj+wPn8ARLKStw==</latexit>

U(3)ū
<latexit sha1_base64="Yqri9hFq1yLOhZt+Epvmi33EGw8=">AAAB9XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmKCF9KCiR6JXjxiYoEEKtkuW9iw3Ta7Ww1p+j+8eNAYr/4Xb/4bF+hBwZdM8vLeTGbm+TFnStv2t1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbRUlklCXRDySXR8rypmgrmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Gbmdx6pVCwS93oaUy/EI8ECRrA20oNbbZwP0r6PZZpk2aBcsWv2HGiVODmpQI7WoPzVH0YkCanQhGOleo4day/FUjPCaVbqJ4rGmEzwiPYMFTikykvnV2fozChDFETSlNBorv6eSHGo1DT0TWeI9VgtezPxP6+X6ODKS5mIE00FWSwKEo50hGYRoCGTlGg+NQQTycytiIyxxESboEomBGf55VXSrtecRq1+d1FpXudxFOEETqEKDlxCE26hBS4QkPAMr/BmPVkv1rv1sWgtWPnMMfyB9fkDCKWSOA==</latexit>

U(3)d̄
<latexit sha1_base64="Z2Ozy9sP17bUYNJa7P3WBtpQyvE=">AAAB9XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmKCF9KCiR6JXjxiYoEEKtluF9iw3Ta7Ww1p+j+8eNAYr/4Xb/4bF+hBwZdM8vLeTGbm+TFnStv2t1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbRUlklCXRDySXR8rypmgrmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Gbmdx6pVCwS93oaUy/EI8GGjGBtpAe32jgfpH0fyzTIskG5YtfsOdAqcXJSgRytQfmrH0QkCanQhGOleo4day/FUjPCaVbqJ4rGmEzwiPYMFTikykvnV2fozCgBGkbSlNBorv6eSHGo1DT0TWeI9VgtezPxP6+X6OGVlzIRJ5oKslg0TDjSEZpFgAImKdF8aggmkplbERljiYk2QZVMCM7yy6ukXa85jVr97qLSvM7jKMIJnEIVHLiEJtxCC1wgIOEZXuHNerJerHfrY9FasPKZY/gD6/MH7rCSJw==</latexit>

Ansatz to see alignment:
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FCNCs beyond CKM suppression in BSM theories, and
postpone discussing the UV completion to a later section.

We define an SFV theory by the following two condi-
tions at the boundary scale ⇤BC:

1. the only renormalizable interaction in the theory
breaking the individual quark family number times
CP symmetry U(1)3f ⇥ CP is wave-function renor-
malization of either the right-handed up (ū) or
down-type (d̄) SM quarks and

2. the theory contains no flavor breaking spurions or
fields appearing in renormalizable interactions that
transform under U(3)ū or U(3)d̄ correspondingly,
besides the SM ones and the wave-function matrix
above.

We refer to theories satisfying the conditions 1. and 2.
as up- or down-type SFV depending on the quark being
renormalized, regardless of the particular UV completion
leading to the first condition. We dedicate the rest of this
section to show that in up(down)-type SFV, all the new
flavor spurions are aligned, all down(up)-type FCNCs
are suppressed by factors of SM Yukawas entering in the
combinations V T
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⇤ (V ⇤
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d V

T ), and in addition, new
SFV physics may have generic family non-universal cou-
plings to SM quarks. Imposing that only wave-function
renormalization breaks CP is not required for alignment,
but ensures that any UV completion leading to the SFV
Ansatz solves the strong-CP problem [15].

We now demonstrate the features above in up-type
SFV. The proof for down-type SFV is obtained by in-
terchanging the up and down type quarks in what fol-
lows. In up-type SFV, at the scale ⇤BC, the Lagrangian
contains the interactions
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+ LBSM , (6)

where without loss of generality we work in the canonical
kinetic basis for d̄ and Q and we omit other SM inter-
actions without quarks that are not relevant for our dis-
cussion. The term LBSM represents operators involving
any new physics and SM fields, with the defining limi-
tation that no new spurions or fields transforming un-
der U(3)ū are allowed at the renormalizable level. As a
consequence, all renormalizable interactions involving the
up-type right-handed quarks contain the product ⌘

u
ij ūj .

The mass scale ⇤NP of the new physics states with renor-
malizable interactions to the SM may be accessible at
colliders. Such new physics may for instance be part
of a TeV scale sector that solves the hierarchy problem.
Non-renormalizable operators may appear in LBSM but
are suppressed by mass scales related to the SFV UV
completion that are similar to ⇤BC or heavier, which are
assumed to be inaccessible at current experiments and
are neglected in what follows. Finally and also by defi-
nition, in Eq. (6) there is a special flavor basis that we

commit to, in which Z
u
ij has o↵-diagonal complex entries

and the matrices ⌘
u,d are real-diagonal. Additional al-

lowed spurions in any U(1)B preserving representation
of the U(3)Q ⇥U(3)d̄ group that may exist in LBSM, can
be written as tensor products of arbitrary real-diagonal
spurions transforming as the down-type SM Yukawa.
To go to the fully canonical kinetic basis, we define the

square-root matrix
p
Zu by

Z
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Zu
†p

Zu , (7)

and redefine the up-type quarks
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Dropping the primes on the redefined quark fields, the
renormalized Lagrangian is
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where the renormalized Yukawas are
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y
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d = Y
d
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The basis Eqns. (10),(11) corresponds to the flavor ba-
sis obtained by setting Uū,d̄,Qd

= 1, UQu = V
T in Eq.

(2). Note that the o↵-diagonal terms of the CKM ma-
trix are exclusively due to wave-function renormalization.
The SM down-type Yukawa matrix and all the rest of
the spurions appearing in LBSM transforming only un-
der U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)d̄ are not renormalized, while all SM
and BSM interactions involving the up-type right-handed
quarks end up containing the product y

u
ij ūj . As a con-

sequence, in our flavor basis the allowed spurions are the
up-type SM Yukawa Eq. (10), the real-diagonal down-
type SM Yukawa Eq. (11) and spurions appearing in
LBSM, which can be expressed as tensor products of ar-
bitrary real-diagonal down-type Yukawas. We conclude
that the theory is flavor aligned. In particular, SFV only
selects the lowest order terms in the alignment expansion,
c.f. Eq. (5). In addition, since all the down-type quark
FCNCs are formed with the bilinears Q

†
iQj , Qid̄j and

d̄
†
i d̄j , and since insertions of yuyu† are required in these

bilinears to obtain down-type FCNCs, all down-type FC-
NCs are suppressed by factors of (V T

Y
2
u V

⇤)ij .
In summary, in the up-type SFV Ansatz all new spuri-

ons transforming under U(3)Q⇥U(3)d̄ in our flavor basis
Eqns. (10),(11) are arbitrary 3 ⇥ 3 real-diagonal matri-
ces or tensor products of such matrices. No new spurions
transforming under U(3)ū are allowed, so new physics
couplings to the right-handed up-type quarks are either
flavor blind or formed out of the SM up-type Yukawa.
The down-type SFV prescription is similar, but with up
and down-type right-handed quarks interchanged. The
CKM phase is the only CP violating phase in SFV.

WLOG     are real diagonal 
go to canonical kinetic terms
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breaking the individual quark family number times
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down-type (d̄) SM quarks and

2. the theory contains no flavor breaking spurions or
fields appearing in renormalizable interactions that
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We refer to theories satisfying the conditions 1. and 2.
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SFV physics may have generic family non-universal cou-
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renormalization breaks CP is not required for alignment,
but ensures that any UV completion leading to the SFV
Ansatz solves the strong-CP problem [15].

We now demonstrate the features above in up-type
SFV. The proof for down-type SFV is obtained by in-
terchanging the up and down type quarks in what fol-
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where without loss of generality we work in the canonical
kinetic basis for d̄ and Q and we omit other SM inter-
actions without quarks that are not relevant for our dis-
cussion. The term LBSM represents operators involving
any new physics and SM fields, with the defining limi-
tation that no new spurions or fields transforming un-
der U(3)ū are allowed at the renormalizable level. As a
consequence, all renormalizable interactions involving the
up-type right-handed quarks contain the product ⌘
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The mass scale ⇤NP of the new physics states with renor-
malizable interactions to the SM may be accessible at
colliders. Such new physics may for instance be part
of a TeV scale sector that solves the hierarchy problem.
Non-renormalizable operators may appear in LBSM but
are suppressed by mass scales related to the SFV UV
completion that are similar to ⇤BC or heavier, which are
assumed to be inaccessible at current experiments and
are neglected in what follows. Finally and also by defi-
nition, in Eq. (6) there is a special flavor basis that we
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The basis Eqns. (10),(11) corresponds to the flavor ba-
sis obtained by setting Uū,d̄,Qd

= 1, UQu = V
T in Eq.

(2). Note that the o↵-diagonal terms of the CKM ma-
trix are exclusively due to wave-function renormalization.
The SM down-type Yukawa matrix and all the rest of
the spurions appearing in LBSM transforming only un-
der U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)d̄ are not renormalized, while all SM
and BSM interactions involving the up-type right-handed
quarks end up containing the product y

u
ij ūj . As a con-

sequence, in our flavor basis the allowed spurions are the
up-type SM Yukawa Eq. (10), the real-diagonal down-
type SM Yukawa Eq. (11) and spurions appearing in
LBSM, which can be expressed as tensor products of ar-
bitrary real-diagonal down-type Yukawas. We conclude
that the theory is flavor aligned. In particular, SFV only
selects the lowest order terms in the alignment expansion,
c.f. Eq. (5). In addition, since all the down-type quark
FCNCs are formed with the bilinears Q
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iQj , Qid̄j and
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†
i d̄j , and since insertions of yuyu† are required in these

bilinears to obtain down-type FCNCs, all down-type FC-
NCs are suppressed by factors of (V T
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⇤)ij .
In summary, in the up-type SFV Ansatz all new spuri-

ons transforming under U(3)Q⇥U(3)d̄ in our flavor basis
Eqns. (10),(11) are arbitrary 3 ⇥ 3 real-diagonal matri-
ces or tensor products of such matrices. No new spurions
transforming under U(3)ū are allowed, so new physics
couplings to the right-handed up-type quarks are either
flavor blind or formed out of the SM up-type Yukawa.
The down-type SFV prescription is similar, but with up
and down-type right-handed quarks interchanged. The
CKM phase is the only CP violating phase in SFV.
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FCNCs beyond CKM suppression in BSM theories, and
postpone discussing the UV completion to a later section.

We define an SFV theory by the following two condi-
tions at the boundary scale ⇤BC:

1. the only renormalizable interaction in the theory
breaking the individual quark family number times
CP symmetry U(1)3f ⇥ CP is wave-function renor-
malization of either the right-handed up (ū) or
down-type (d̄) SM quarks and

2. the theory contains no flavor breaking spurions or
fields appearing in renormalizable interactions that
transform under U(3)ū or U(3)d̄ correspondingly,
besides the SM ones and the wave-function matrix
above.

We refer to theories satisfying the conditions 1. and 2.
as up- or down-type SFV depending on the quark being
renormalized, regardless of the particular UV completion
leading to the first condition. We dedicate the rest of this
section to show that in up(down)-type SFV, all the new
flavor spurions are aligned, all down(up)-type FCNCs
are suppressed by factors of SM Yukawas entering in the
combinations V T
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T ), and in addition, new
SFV physics may have generic family non-universal cou-
plings to SM quarks. Imposing that only wave-function
renormalization breaks CP is not required for alignment,
but ensures that any UV completion leading to the SFV
Ansatz solves the strong-CP problem [15].

We now demonstrate the features above in up-type
SFV. The proof for down-type SFV is obtained by in-
terchanging the up and down type quarks in what fol-
lows. In up-type SFV, at the scale ⇤BC, the Lagrangian
contains the interactions
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where without loss of generality we work in the canonical
kinetic basis for d̄ and Q and we omit other SM inter-
actions without quarks that are not relevant for our dis-
cussion. The term LBSM represents operators involving
any new physics and SM fields, with the defining limi-
tation that no new spurions or fields transforming un-
der U(3)ū are allowed at the renormalizable level. As a
consequence, all renormalizable interactions involving the
up-type right-handed quarks contain the product ⌘

u
ij ūj .

The mass scale ⇤NP of the new physics states with renor-
malizable interactions to the SM may be accessible at
colliders. Such new physics may for instance be part
of a TeV scale sector that solves the hierarchy problem.
Non-renormalizable operators may appear in LBSM but
are suppressed by mass scales related to the SFV UV
completion that are similar to ⇤BC or heavier, which are
assumed to be inaccessible at current experiments and
are neglected in what follows. Finally and also by defi-
nition, in Eq. (6) there is a special flavor basis that we

commit to, in which Z
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and the matrices ⌘
u,d are real-diagonal. Additional al-

lowed spurions in any U(1)B preserving representation
of the U(3)Q ⇥U(3)d̄ group that may exist in LBSM, can
be written as tensor products of arbitrary real-diagonal
spurions transforming as the down-type SM Yukawa.
To go to the fully canonical kinetic basis, we define the
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Zu by
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Dropping the primes on the redefined quark fields, the
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The basis Eqns. (10),(11) corresponds to the flavor ba-
sis obtained by setting Uū,d̄,Qd

= 1, UQu = V
T in Eq.

(2). Note that the o↵-diagonal terms of the CKM ma-
trix are exclusively due to wave-function renormalization.
The SM down-type Yukawa matrix and all the rest of
the spurions appearing in LBSM transforming only un-
der U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)d̄ are not renormalized, while all SM
and BSM interactions involving the up-type right-handed
quarks end up containing the product y

u
ij ūj . As a con-

sequence, in our flavor basis the allowed spurions are the
up-type SM Yukawa Eq. (10), the real-diagonal down-
type SM Yukawa Eq. (11) and spurions appearing in
LBSM, which can be expressed as tensor products of ar-
bitrary real-diagonal down-type Yukawas. We conclude
that the theory is flavor aligned. In particular, SFV only
selects the lowest order terms in the alignment expansion,
c.f. Eq. (5). In addition, since all the down-type quark
FCNCs are formed with the bilinears Q
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iQj , Qid̄j and
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†
i d̄j , and since insertions of yuyu† are required in these

bilinears to obtain down-type FCNCs, all down-type FC-
NCs are suppressed by factors of (V T
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2
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⇤)ij .
In summary, in the up-type SFV Ansatz all new spuri-

ons transforming under U(3)Q⇥U(3)d̄ in our flavor basis
Eqns. (10),(11) are arbitrary 3 ⇥ 3 real-diagonal matri-
ces or tensor products of such matrices. No new spurions
transforming under U(3)ū are allowed, so new physics
couplings to the right-handed up-type quarks are either
flavor blind or formed out of the SM up-type Yukawa.
The down-type SFV prescription is similar, but with up
and down-type right-handed quarks interchanged. The
CKM phase is the only CP violating phase in SFV.
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breaking the individual quark family number times
CP symmetry U(1)3f ⇥ CP is wave-function renor-
malization of either the right-handed up (ū) or
down-type (d̄) SM quarks and

2. the theory contains no flavor breaking spurions or
fields appearing in renormalizable interactions that
transform under U(3)ū or U(3)d̄ correspondingly,
besides the SM ones and the wave-function matrix
above.

We refer to theories satisfying the conditions 1. and 2.
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but ensures that any UV completion leading to the SFV
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We now demonstrate the features above in up-type
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kinetic basis for d̄ and Q and we omit other SM inter-
actions without quarks that are not relevant for our dis-
cussion. The term LBSM represents operators involving
any new physics and SM fields, with the defining limi-
tation that no new spurions or fields transforming un-
der U(3)ū are allowed at the renormalizable level. As a
consequence, all renormalizable interactions involving the
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malizable interactions to the SM may be accessible at
colliders. Such new physics may for instance be part
of a TeV scale sector that solves the hierarchy problem.
Non-renormalizable operators may appear in LBSM but
are suppressed by mass scales related to the SFV UV
completion that are similar to ⇤BC or heavier, which are
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T in Eq.

(2). Note that the o↵-diagonal terms of the CKM ma-
trix are exclusively due to wave-function renormalization.
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up-type SM Yukawa Eq. (10), the real-diagonal down-
type SM Yukawa Eq. (11) and spurions appearing in
LBSM, which can be expressed as tensor products of ar-
bitrary real-diagonal down-type Yukawas. We conclude
that the theory is flavor aligned. In particular, SFV only
selects the lowest order terms in the alignment expansion,
c.f. Eq. (5). In addition, since all the down-type quark
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Eqns. (10),(11) are arbitrary 3 ⇥ 3 real-diagonal matri-
ces or tensor products of such matrices. No new spurions
transforming under U(3)ū are allowed, so new physics
couplings to the right-handed up-type quarks are either
flavor blind or formed out of the SM up-type Yukawa.
The down-type SFV prescription is similar, but with up
and down-type right-handed quarks interchanged. The
CKM phase is the only CP violating phase in SFV.
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SFV is not stable under RGE below the scale ⇤BC, but
RGE corrections are suppressed by both loop and CKM
factors in any new physics model, as in [10, 23–25].

FLAVOR BOUNDS IN AN EXAMPLE SFV
THEORY

As an application of the SFV Ansatz, consider extend-
ing the SM flavor spurion content with only one new
down-type Yukawa spurion 

d. In up-type SFV, d is
guaranteed to be flavor aligned, and in the flavor basis
used in the previous section it is also real-diagonal,


d† = K

d
⌘ diag(d,s,b) , f 2 R . (12)

where d,s,b are arbitrary Yukawa couplings. Such a spu-
rion may for instance couple a second Higgs doublet [26],
vector-like quarks [27] or Z-prime bosons [27–30] to SM
quarks.

To assess how e↵ective the SFV Ansatz is in suppress-
ing FCNCs for a generic new physics theory, we make
use of an EFT approach and explore constraints on di-
mension six operators. In such an EFT the Wilson co-
e�cients are controlled by products of SM Yukawas and

d, as illustrated in Table I. From Table I we see that

all FCNCs are suppressed by CKM factors, as expected
from any flavor aligned theory, and all down-type FCNCs
come with factors of (V T

Y
2
u V

⇤) as previously stated.
In table II we present bounds on the scale of the di-

mension six SFV operators. For comparison, we also
show bounds on dimension-six MFV and flavor anar-
chic operators. Since MFV operators are also allowed
by definition in an SFV theory, values of d,s,b leading
to ⇤SFV

NP  ⇤MFV
NP requires us to take the MFV limits in-

stead. Bounds on SFV operators are much weaker than
on generic flavor-anarchic new physics. Importantly, the
scale at which new SFV physics may be found consistent
with flavor bounds is generation specific, since it depends
on the three new Yukawas d,s,b independently. As an ex-
ample, consider a scenario in which new physics is mostly
coupled to first generation quarks. For concreteness, take
s,b = 0, and d ⇠ 105 ySMd (⇠ 0.1). From Table II we see
that new physics with such non-universal couplings to
first generation quarks may be close to the TeV scale.
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TABLE I. Selection of dimension-six FCNC operators with
their SFV coe�cients.

Operator ⇤anarchic
NP [TeV] ⇤SFV

NP [TeV] ⇤MFV
NP [TeV]

(Q†
1�̄

µ
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p
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Q3 d̄2 Fµ⌫ 276.3(Re) 54.3
p

|s| 7.0

2eH�
µ⌫

Q3 d̄1 Fµ⌫ 140.5(Abs) 13.2
p

|d| 7.0

TABLE II. 95% CL bounds on the new physics scale ⇤NP,
for anarchic, SFV and MFV operator coe�cients (from [1, 31–
33]). Subscripts on the anarchic operator limits indicates that
the limit is on the real, imaginary or absolute value of the
operator coe�cient.

SFV UV COMPLETION

We now present one example UV completion for the
up-type SFV Ansatz. A UV completion for the down-
type SFV Ansatz can be trivially obtained with the ap-
propriate up-down replacements. We add to the SM
vector-like right handed up-type quarks UA, ŪA, A =
1..3, where Ū has the same gauge quantum numbers as
the SM quark ū, and scalar gauge singlets SiA. We intro-
duce interactions between the singlets, vector-like quarks
and up-type right-handed SM quarks. Our Lagrangian is

L � MABUAŪB + ⇠SiAūiUA

�
⇥
⌘
u
ij QiHūj � ⌘

d
ijQiH

c
d̄j + h.c.

⇤
+ LBSM (13)

where we omit canonical kinetic terms for all fields and
other SM interactions without quarks that are not rel-
evant for our discussion. Additional renormalizable in-
teractions to the ones appearing explicitly in Eq. (13)
coupling the vector-like quarks to SM fields may be for-
bidden by a Z2 symmetry. Without loss of generality,
we work in a basis where the vector-like quark mass ma-
trix is diagonal MAB = �ABMA. LBSM represents any
other interactions involving arbitrary new physics fields
and SM fields, with the only constraint that no addi-
tional spurions or fields transforming under the SM flavor
group factor U(3)ū appear at the renormalizable level.
Next, we impose that CP and SM quark family num-
bers U(1)3f are good symmetries in the UV. There exists
then a flavor basis in which all spurions transforming
under the SM flavor group, including the SM Yukawa
interactions, are real-diagonal 3 ⇥ 3 matrices or tensor
products of such matrices. In what follows we commit
to this real-diagonal flavor basis. The Yukawas remain
real-diagonal under renormalization from the UV, pro-
tected by the U(1)3f ⇥CP symmetries. Finally, we break

U(1)3f ⇥CP softly via a VEV for the singlets. Note that
in this theory the strong-CP problem is solved via the
Nelson-Barr mechanism since CP violation is introduced
only via mixing with vector-like quarks [11–14].
To understand the e↵ect of the VEV in the infrared,

These kappa don’t have to have anything to do with SM Yukawas

For example new physics could couple (1,0,0) or (0,1,0) …

Z’ , 2HDM, … 
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other SM interactions without quarks that are not rel-
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teractions to the ones appearing explicitly in Eq. (13)
coupling the vector-like quarks to SM fields may be for-
bidden by a Z2 symmetry. Without loss of generality,
we work in a basis where the vector-like quark mass ma-
trix is diagonal MAB = �ABMA. LBSM represents any
other interactions involving arbitrary new physics fields
and SM fields, with the only constraint that no addi-
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group factor U(3)ū appear at the renormalizable level.
Next, we impose that CP and SM quark family num-
bers U(1)3f are good symmetries in the UV. There exists
then a flavor basis in which all spurions transforming
under the SM flavor group, including the SM Yukawa
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to this real-diagonal flavor basis. The Yukawas remain
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U(1)3f ⇥CP softly via a VEV for the singlets. Note that
in this theory the strong-CP problem is solved via the
Nelson-Barr mechanism since CP violation is introduced
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To understand the e↵ect of the VEV in the infrared,
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FIG. 1. Diagram leading to the wave-function renormaliza-
tion operator (15).

we treat the singlet condensate as a flavor breaking spu-
rion, and we integrate out the vector-like quarks. The
singlet condensates cannot be ⌧ MA, otherwise in the
e↵ective theory flavor-changing processes would be much
suppressed and the CKM matrix would be close to the
identity. This motivates defining an operator’s e↵ective
dimension to be

nED = 4 + nM2 � nS2 (14)

where nM2 and nS2 count powers of vector-like masses
and singlet condensate insertions in the operator’s coe�-
cient. The leading e↵ects in the infrared are obtained by
working up to e↵ective-dimension four, higher e↵ective-
dimension operators have coe�cients suppressed by
vector-like quark masses MA and we drop them. In
the spurion limit and at tree level, the only contribut-
ing diagram to the low energy theory is given in Fig. 1
(plus diagrams related by gauge invariance). At e↵ective-
dimension four it leads to wave-function renormalization
of the right-handed up quarks, so the corresponding ef-
fective theory is given by Eq. (6), where the up-type
quark wave-function renormalization matrix is

Z
u
ij = �ij +

⇠
⇤
⇠

M
⇤
AMA

S
⇤
iASjA . (15)

Z
u is not diagonal in quark flavor space, and is the only

source of U(1)3f⇥CP breaking in the e↵ective theory. We
conclude that this theory is a UV completion leading to
up-type SFV at the boundary scale ⇤BC ⇠ MA.

With this UV completion we do not attempt to pro-
vide an explanation for the hierarchies of the SM quark
masses, mixing angles and CP phase, which would re-
quire a full theory of flavor that is beyond the scope of
this work. This situation is not any worse than in MFV
or any other flavorful Ansatz for BSM physics, which
also require a dynamical explanation of the background
values of the flavor spurions [34–39].

DISCUSSION

AFV and SFV provide a promising generalization of
the usually flavor universal Ansatz of MFV for BSM
physics. Both can be studied from the EFT perspective,
but the SFV Ansatz is particularly well motivated from

UV and IR considerations. We presented one UV com-
pletion to the SFV Ansatz, but other realizations may
be responsible for SFV. For instance, in the context of
supersymmetry, non-renormalization theorems motivate
introducing flavor breaking only in wave-function renor-
malization [15, 40]. In addition, discrete symmetries lead
to an approximate realization of AFV [7], and it would be
interesting to study if the SFV setup may be obtained in a
similar way. Other scenarios where flavor breaking arises
in wave-function renormalization have been discussed in
[39].
SFV new physics may have large couplings to any of

the quark generations, leading to novel collider and flavor
phenomenology. This motivates collider techniques such
as light-quark taggers [41–43] at the LHC and beyond.
The SFV Ansatz may be applied to a variety of simplified
models, as theories with extra Higgses, vector-like quarks
or Z-prime bosons [26, 27, 29, 30]. A supersymmetric
generalization of the SFV Ansatz can be obtained by
promoting the SM fields, vector-like and gauge singlet
fields in this work to superfields. Another interesting
future direction is to embed SFV in a complete theory of
flavor.
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promoting the SM fields, vector-like and gauge singlet
fields in this work to superfields. Another interesting
future direction is to embed SFV in a complete theory of
flavor.
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HAVEN’T SPECIFIED BSM…
2HDM Example:

1 Introduction

Things to say:

- Usually make strong assumptions to avoid flavor constraints, which naively put ⇤NP &
100TeV. (Either flavor blind, or MFV-like)

- Other options: recently shown that there exist natural setups where new physics couples

in a family non-universal way, in stark constrast to MFV, NMFV, etc.

- In particular, spontaneous flavor violation [1] occurs naturally in theories where the only

flavor breaking is through wave-function renormalization in the up- or down-quark sector.

- SFV is a general ansatz, and could be implemented in a variety of models (Z-prime,

VLQs,...)

Here focus on the 2HDM with the SFV ansatz. Leads to a variety of new phenomenology

remarkably distinct from 2HDMs considered in the literature.

Emphasize the importance of flavor breaking assumptions on new physics signals

[SH: Somewhere make note of the connection to refs. [2, 3] (the generation-

specific singlet models)]

Theories with a second Higgs doublet [4–7] are well motivated extensions of the Standard

Model and arise naturally in Supersymmetry [8], composite models [9], and models with

axions [10, 11].

2 Two Higgs Doublet Model

Our Higgs sector contains two scalar fields Ha, a = 1, 2, with the quantum numbers of the

Standard Model Higgs. The most general interaction Lagrangian for the doublets and other

Standard Model fields at the renormalizable level is

DµH
†
a
DµHa � V (H1, H2)�


�u

aij
QiHaūj � �d†

aij
QiHa

cd̄j � �`†
aij
LiHa

c ¯̀
j + h.c.

�
, (1)

where V (H1, H2) is a general renormalizable potential for the two doublets. It is given by

V (H1, H2) = m2

1
H†

1
H1 +m2

2
H†

2
H2 +

⇣
m2

12
H†

1
H2 + h.c.

⌘

+
1

2
�1(H

†
1
H1)

2 +
1

2
�2(H

†
2
H2)

2 + �3(H
†
2
H2)(H

†
1
H1) + �4(H

†
2
H1)(H

†
1
H2)

+


1

2
�5(H

†
1
H2)

2 + �6H
†
1
H1H

†
1
H2 + �7(H

†
2
H2)(H

†
1
H2) + h.c.

�
. (2)

2

Nothing says the 2nd Higgs has to have the same Yukawas

Work in the “Higgs” basis where only 
one Higgs gets a VEV



SFV 2HDM UP-TYPE
in which the SM Yukawa unitary matrices in Eq. (10) are given by Uū = Ud̄ = UQd

= 1 and

UQu = V T , the up-type SFV 2HDM Yukawa matrices are given by

�u

1
= V TY u �d

1
= Y d

�u

2
= ⇠V TY u �d

2
= Kd . (16)

where the real-diagonal SM Yukawa matrices Y u,d and the real-diagonal SFV Yukawa matrix

Kd are defined in Eqns. (11) and (14). In the flavor basis Eq. (16), the FCNC quark bilinears

are

d (V TY 2

u
V ⇤) Kd d̄ , d̄†Kd (V TY 2

u
V ⇤)Kd d̄ , d̄†Y d (V TY 2

u
V ⇤)Kd d̄ down-sector FCNC

(17)

u (V ⇤K2

d
V T )u† , u (V ⇤K2

d
V T )Y uū up-sector FCNC

(18)

along with the same bilinears where Kd is replaced by Y d, which exist in any MFV theory.

From Eq. (17) we see that all down-type FCNCs are strongly suppressed by the o↵-diagonal

elements of the matrix combination (V TY 2

u
V ⇤)ij ' y2

t
V3iV ⇤

3j
. Contributions proportional to

other CKM matrix elements are suppressed by the GIM mechanism and the smallness of

the up and charm SM Yukawas. Up-type FCNCs, on the other hand, Eq. (18), are only

suppressed by factors of (V ⇤K2

d
V T ). For instance, if d is large, we expect loop-induced

D� D̄ mixing to be suppressed only by factors of 2

d
V11V ⇤

12
⇠ 0.222

d
. This indicates that in

up-type SFV, up-type meson mixing phenomenology is particularly relevant, as we will see

in detail in the following sections.

Loop-level FCNCs in the SFV 2HDM can be divided in FCNCs induced by direct con-

tributions of one-loop diagrams and those due to radiative corrections to the SFV Yukawas,

which lead to flavor misalignment between the Yukawa matrices of the two Higgs doublets.

We dedicate the rest of this section to study direct contributions to �F = 1 and �F = 2

processes, and we leave a dedicated study of radiative corrections to the SFV Yukawas for

Appendix A.

To simplify the study of flavor violation, and motivated by the proximity of the 125 GeV

Higgs coupling measurements to the SM expectations [41], for the rest of this section and

in Section 5 we work in the Higgs alignment limit. In this limit, the alignment parameter

in Eq. (9) is equal to zero, cos(� � ↵) = 0. This limit is realized by taking �6 ! 0 in the

Higgs potential Eq. (2), and/or by decoupling the extra Higgs states. Also for simplicity,

we take the Higgs mass eigenstates belonging the second Higgs doublet to be degenerate,

10

Kd ⌘ diag(d,s,b)
<latexit sha1_base64="d2aoL1/M2W2z1ahLx0ChzGKqQCo=">AAACHHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARKkiZaQVdFt0IbirYC3RqOZNJ29DMxSRTKEMfxI2v4saFIm5cCL6NaTuCtv4Q+PjPOZyc3404k8qyvozM0vLK6lp2PbexubW9Y+7u1WUYC0JrJOShaLogKWcBrSmmOG1GgoLvctpwB5eTemNIhWRhcKtGEW370AtYlxFQ2uqY5es7z6H3MRtixwfVF37iMeiNC84Aogg63kkK8gfc446Zt4rWVHgR7BTyKFW1Y344XkhinwaKcJCyZVuRaicgFCOcjnNOLGkEZAA92tIYgE9lO5keN8ZH2vFwNxT6BQpP3d8TCfhSjnxXd04OkPO1iflfrRWr7nk7YUEUKxqQ2aJuzLEK8SQp7DFBieIjDUAE03/FpA8CiNJ55nQI9vzJi1AvFe1ysXRzmq9cpHFk0QE6RAVkozNUQVeoimqIoAf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvusNWOkM/voj4zPbzUlogw=</latexit>

Can just as easily do this for down-type



THERE WILL BE FLAVOR 
CONSTRAINTS

• We just got rid of tree-level FCNCs, but we still 
get to inherit the protections of the SM at loop-
level



FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS

decays vanish. In this case the only relevant limits on d and s come form D � D̄ mixing,

while b is essentially unconstrained.

Finally, limits from D� D̄ are throughout significant, since in up-type SFV some meson

mixing operators are not suppressed by the Standard Model GIM mechanism or by any small

SM Yukawas. In particular, the coe�cient of the operator Ocu

1
is only suppressed by CKM

matrix insertions (see Eq. (18)).

We conclude that in the up-type SFV 2HDM, large and preferential couplings to down

or strange quarks of a second Higgs doublet with a mass O(100)GeV are allowed by flavor

constraints. In such scenarios, as we show in the next section, flavored BSM physics might

be more e�ciently probed via direct production at colliders.

Figure 2: Constraints on the up-type SFV 2HDM from one-loop FCNC measurements in

the mH vs. d plane, assuming s = b = 0. We show results both for ⇠ = 0.1 and 1.0.

Constraints from b ! s� and b ! d� transitions are shown in green, with the constraint

on Cbd

70 (Cbs

7
) indicated by the solid (dashed) line, respecitvely. Constraints from Bd, Bs and

K mixing are shown as solid, dotted and dashed red lines respectively. The constraint from

requiring the absence of fine-tuning in D � D̄ mixing is shown in purple.

4.4 Prospects for flavor bounds

[SH: Prospects at Belle-II?] See [56] for prospects in b ! s� and b ! d�...

18



FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS

Figure 3: The same as Fig. 2, but for s, with d = b = 0.

Figure 4: The same as Fig. 2 but for b, with d = s = 0.

[SH: Prospects at Belle-II?] See ref. [56] for prospects in B-mixing, B-meson decays...

any improvement in K � K̄ mixing?

20



FLAVOR CONSTRAINTSFigure 3: The same as Fig. 2, but for s, with d = b = 0.

Figure 4: The same as Fig. 2 but for b, with d = s = 0.

[SH: Prospects at Belle-II?] See ref. [56] for prospects in B-mixing, B-meson decays...

any improvement in K � K̄ mixing?

20
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COLLIDER PHENO

Figure 6: Production cross sections at leading order for the heavy neutral Higgs, H0 for the

three benchmark cases, coupling exclusively to first, second and third generation quarks, as

well as for the charged Higgs, H+ with first generation couplings. The corresponding cross

section forH� is somewhat smaller due to the charge asymmetry in pp collisions. In each case

the other j are set to zero. In the absence of the sub-dominant gluon-fusion contribution,

the cross sections for H� scale as 2

j
. Here we show only the LO resonant production, though

QCD corrections are expected to be large, as in Drell-Yan. For reference, the Standard Model

Higgs gluon fusion production cross section is �ggf

h,SM
= 49 pb.

or bottom quarks, the contribution to Higgs production from quark fusion is smaller due to

the smaller parton luminosities for s and b quarks, but remains important. As a reference,

for a 150GeV neutral Higgs H or A, the (leading order) down-type quark fusion production

cross section exceeds the Standard Model Higgs production cross section for strange Yukawa

s � 0.11, and for bottom Yukawa b � 0.18.

5.1.2 Charged Higgs Production

In the most popular versions of the 2HDM, e.g., the MFV or types I-IV 2HDMs, the most

significant production mode for mH < mt � mb near the alignment limit is tb associated

production [57–59]. For larger charged-Higgs masses this mode is suppressed, and the dom-

inant process is instead gb ! tH± [60, 61]. Quark-fusion production of the charged Higgs is

also possible, but in MFV or in the types I-IV models (including the 2HDM in the MSSM),

23

Remember GGF for SM higgs is ~ 49 pb
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An interesting aspect of having large couplings to the down type quarks is that the

intrinsic width of the heavy Higgs can be quite large, in stark contrast to the case of the

Standard Model Higgs. In Fig. 9 we show the width to mass ratio �tot,H/A/mH for the neutral

Higgses for a variety of values of d with ⇠ fixed to unity and s = b = 0. We see that for

values of d approaching 1, the width of the resonance grows to & 10% of the mass.

The overall features for the charged Higgs decays are similar to the neutral Higgs case,

with the main di↵erence being that the charged Higgs decays exclusively to two quarks in

our scenario. The charged Higgs width may also be sizable for large values of down-type

Yukawa couplings j, j = d, s, b.

Figure 8: Plot of the branching fraction of H to dd̄ (solid blue), tt̄ (dashed yellow), gg

(dotted green) and �� (dot-dashed red), as a function of mH with d = 0.1 for both ⇠ = 1.0

(left) and ⇠ = 0.1 (right). In both plots we’ve taken s = b = 0. The behavior when

replacing d with either s or b is similar, with the decays to dd̄ replaced by ss̄ or bb̄

correspondingly.

5.2 Dijet Searches

In our scenario with extra Higgs states with sizable couplings to quarks, the SFV 2HDM

is most e�ciently probed at colliders via searches for dijet resonances. While the dijet

backgrounds in hadron colliders are large, sizable couplings to light quarks allow for abundant

production of neutral and charged SFV Higgses.

Searches for resonances in the dijet invariant mass spectrum have been carried out by

the UA1 and UA2 experiments at the CERN Spp̄S [66–68], the CDF and D0 experiments
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Figure 10: Constraints on the up-type SFV 2HDM from dijet and diphoton searches in the

mH vs. d plane, assuming s = b = 0. We show results both for ⇠ = 0.1 (left) and ⇠ = 1.0

(right). Constraints from flavor observables, detailed in Fig. 2 are shown as the gray shaded

region. The dark gray region above d ⇠ 1.0 indicates values of d for which �/mH & 0.15

for the heavy neutral Higgs, at which point dijet searches become less reliable and the results

should be interpreted with care.

model by implementing the fiducial cuts in MadGraph. In the mass range 110� 150GeV,

the best constraint arises from a CMS search for additional Higgs-like states [103], which

sets limits on the ratio �/�SM for a new Higgs state produced in gluon fusion. We recast

these limits for our model by weighting the numerator and denominator by the branching

ratio for H,A ! �� in our 2HDM and h ! �� in the SM respectively. While there are other

searches for diphoton resonances between 150 and 200GeV (e.g., [104, 105]), they are not

yet sensitive enough to provide constraints here. 9 The constraints from diphoton searches

are illustrated alongside the dijet searches in Figs. 10 – 12.

For ⇠ ⇠ 1.0, searches for tt̄ or t+ j resonances may also be interesting. We have checked

constraints from searches at 8 and 13TeV [107–109] for the heavy neutral Higgs in the SFV

2HDM, but they are not yet sensitive enough to put limits on the SFV parameter space.

9
Below mH = 65GeV, a region which we do not explore in this work, the best bounds on diphoton

resonances come from reinterpreting the fiducial cross section measurement of inclusive �� production at the

LHC [106].
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Figure 10: Constraints on the up-type SFV 2HDM from dijet and diphoton searches in the

mH vs. d plane, assuming s = b = 0. We show results both for ⇠ = 0.1 (left) and ⇠ = 1.0

(right). Constraints from flavor observables, detailed in Fig. 2 are shown as the gray shaded

region. The dark gray region above d ⇠ 1.0 indicates values of d for which �/mH & 0.15

for the heavy neutral Higgs, at which point dijet searches become less reliable and the results

should be interpreted with care.

model by implementing the fiducial cuts in MadGraph. In the mass range 110� 150GeV,

the best constraint arises from a CMS search for additional Higgs-like states [103], which

sets limits on the ratio �/�SM for a new Higgs state produced in gluon fusion. We recast

these limits for our model by weighting the numerator and denominator by the branching

ratio for H,A ! �� in our 2HDM and h ! �� in the SM respectively. While there are other

searches for diphoton resonances between 150 and 200GeV (e.g., [104, 105]), they are not

yet sensitive enough to provide constraints here. 9 The constraints from diphoton searches

are illustrated alongside the dijet searches in Figs. 10 – 12.

For ⇠ ⇠ 1.0, searches for tt̄ or t+ j resonances may also be interesting. We have checked

constraints from searches at 8 and 13TeV [107–109] for the heavy neutral Higgs in the SFV

2HDM, but they are not yet sensitive enough to put limits on the SFV parameter space.

9
Below mH = 65GeV, a region which we do not explore in this work, the best bounds on diphoton

resonances come from reinterpreting the fiducial cross section measurement of inclusive �� production at the

LHC [106].
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THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A HADRONIC 
- QUARK DRIVEN RESONANCE

• Most searches for hadronic resonances either have 
gluons,  or are flavor universal or have leptons i.e. 
Z’ :

• Signal generator!

U(1)B�L orU(1)B
<latexit sha1_base64="KuVv5jJtqXLpi8CBQv7ReHywBtc=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WooCWpgi5L3bhwUcG0hSaEyXTSDp1kwsxEKKFbN/6KGxeKuPUP3Pk3TtostHpg4Mw593LvPUHCqFSW9WWUlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3ryN5KjBxMGdc9AIkCaMxcRRVjPQSQVAUMNINxle5370nQlIe36lJQrwIDWMaUoyUlnwTOjX72M9apzdT98SNkBqJKONCf+ZOyzerVt2aAf4ldkGqoEDbNz/dAcdpRGKFGZKyb1uJ8jIkFMWMTCtuKkmC8BgNSV/TGEVEetnskik80soAhlzoFys4U392ZCiSchIFujLfVS56ufif109VeOllNE5SRWI8HxSmDCoO81jggAqCFZtogrCgeleIR0ggrHR4FR2CvXjyX9Jp1O2zeuP2vNpsFXGUwQE4BDVggwvQBNegDRyAwQN4Ai/g1Xg0no03431eWjKKnn3wC8bHN2gumD4=</latexit> e.g. Dobrescu and Yu 1306.2629



IS THIS JUST FOR NEW BSM 
PARTICLES?



IS THIS JUST FOR NEW BSM 
PARTICLES?

NO! IT CAN CHANGE THE 
PROPERTIES OF OUR HIGGS



A REASON TO MEASURE 
LIGHT SM HIGGS YUKAWAS?



A REASON TO MEASURE 
LIGHT SM HIGGS YUKAWAS?



WHAT ELSE CAN IT DO FOR 
OUR HIGGS?



WHAT ELSE CAN IT DO FOR 
OUR HIGGS?

QUARK INITIATED DI-HIGGS PRODUCTION!

Others have thought about this, e.g: 
1801.00363 Bauer, Carena, Carmona

1909.05279 Alasfar, Corral Lopez, Grober

Can get wider range of effects in SFV



DI-HIGGS
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IS THIS JUST FOR HEAVY NEW 
PHYSICS OR THE HIGGS?



VERY LIGHT NEW SCALARS WITH 
FLAVOR DEPENDENT COUPLINGS

Simply take the model just discussed, and add a singlet S

Allow S to mix with the heavy Higgs
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Allow S to mix with the heavy Higgs



VERY LIGHT NEW SCALARS WITH 
FLAVOR DEPENDENT COUPLINGS

Simply take the model just discussed, and add a singlet S

Allow S to mix with the heavy Higgs

From the low energy point of view… 

I can inherit large flavor dependent couplings 
from up-type or down-type SFV!



VERY LIGHT SCALAR WITH COUPLINGS 
TO THE 1ST GENERATION… E.G.

⌘ ! S⇡0
<latexit sha1_base64="ZzcchUyXBjmDZaIMdkHZyTARHAU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEInkpSBT0WvXisaD+giWWz3bRLN5uwO1FKqBf/ihcPinj1X3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmRckgmtwnG9rYXFpeWW1sFZc39jc2rZ3dhs6ThVldRqLWLUCopngktWBg2CtRDESBYI1g8Hl2G/eM6V5LG9hmDA/Ij3JQ04JGKlj73sMCPYU7/WBKBU/4BvsJfzO6dglp+xMgOeJm5MSylHr2F9eN6ZpxCRQQbRuu04CfkYUcCrYqOilmiWEDkiPtQ2VJGLazyYfjPCRUbo4jJUpCXii/p7ISKT1MApMZ0Sgr2e9sfif104hPPczLpMUmKTTRWEqMMR4HAfucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0TxShYEIrmhDc2ZfnSaNSdk/KlevTUvUij6OADtAhOkYuOkNVdIVqqI4oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbF6x8Zg/9gfX5A5G0llA=</latexit>

S ! ee, µµ,⇡⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="Je/yacfk9RtiETaV7qW5idAIhfs=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIvgopSZKuiy6MZlRfuATimZ9E4bmpkMSUYpQ1du/BU3LhRx6ze4829M21lo6+EGDufcy809fsyZ0o7zbeWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0de3evoUQiKdSp4EK2fKKAswjqmmkOrVgCCX0OTX94NfGb9yAVE9GdHsXQCUk/YgGjRBupax/eepL1B5pIKR4wQMkLE1MlL2amunbRKTtT4EXiZqSIMtS69pfXEzQJIdKUE6XarhPrTkqkZpTDuOAlCmJCh6QPbUMjEoLqpNMzxvjYKD0cCGlepPFU/T2RklCpUeibzpDogZr3JuJ/XjvRwUUnZVGcaIjobFGQcKwFnmSCe0wC1XxkCKGSmb9iOiCSUG2SK5gQ3PmTF0mjUnZPy5Wbs2L1Mosjjw7QETpBLjpHVXSNaqiOKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MWnNWNrOP/sD6/AExZZjx</latexit>

Light meson decay phenomenology!

Others have thought about flavor dependent light quark couplings e.g:
1712.10022  Batell, Freitas, Ismail, Mckeen without a UV model



VERY LIGHT SCALAR WITH COUPLINGS 
TO THE 1ST GENERATION… E.G.

⌘ ! S⇡0
<latexit sha1_base64="ZzcchUyXBjmDZaIMdkHZyTARHAU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEInkpSBT0WvXisaD+giWWz3bRLN5uwO1FKqBf/ihcPinj1X3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmRckgmtwnG9rYXFpeWW1sFZc39jc2rZ3dhs6ThVldRqLWLUCopngktWBg2CtRDESBYI1g8Hl2G/eM6V5LG9hmDA/Ij3JQ04JGKlj73sMCPYU7/WBKBU/4BvsJfzO6dglp+xMgOeJm5MSylHr2F9eN6ZpxCRQQbRuu04CfkYUcCrYqOilmiWEDkiPtQ2VJGLazyYfjPCRUbo4jJUpCXii/p7ISKT1MApMZ0Sgr2e9sfif104hPPczLpMUmKTTRWEqMMR4HAfucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0TxShYEIrmhDc2ZfnSaNSdk/KlevTUvUij6OADtAhOkYuOkNVdIVqqI4oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbF6x8Zg/9gfX5A5G0llA=</latexit>

S ! ee, µµ,⇡⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="Je/yacfk9RtiETaV7qW5idAIhfs=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIvgopSZKuiy6MZlRfuATimZ9E4bmpkMSUYpQ1du/BU3LhRx6ze4829M21lo6+EGDufcy809fsyZ0o7zbeWWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0de3evoUQiKdSp4EK2fKKAswjqmmkOrVgCCX0OTX94NfGb9yAVE9GdHsXQCUk/YgGjRBupax/eepL1B5pIKR4wQMkLE1MlL2amunbRKTtT4EXiZqSIMtS69pfXEzQJIdKUE6XarhPrTkqkZpTDuOAlCmJCh6QPbUMjEoLqpNMzxvjYKD0cCGlepPFU/T2RklCpUeibzpDogZr3JuJ/XjvRwUUnZVGcaIjobFGQcKwFnmSCe0wC1XxkCKGSmb9iOiCSUG2SK5gQ3PmTF0mjUnZPy5Wbs2L1Mosjjw7QETpBLjpHVXSNaqiOKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MWnNWNrOP/sD6/AExZZjx</latexit>

Light meson decay phenomenology!
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WHAT COULD BE EVEN 
CRAZIER…

KOTO K ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄
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What if it was? K ! ⇡0S
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1909.11111. Kitahara, Okui, Perez, Soreq, Tobioka

didn’t have a model just an explanation…
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CONCLUSIONS
• Flavorful BSM physics is typically the third rail of theory… but avoiding it biases 

us to flavor universal or third generation searches

• Flavorful physics of the 1st and 2nd generation (and 3rd) CAN exist at LHC 
energies with Spontaneous Flavor Violation (SFV) AND have big cross sections 
while being compatible with current LHC constraints

• SFV can also the Higgs - 

• Light Yukawa couplings need measured!  

• Di-Higgs confusion with triple Higgs!

• Flavor dependence can also occur at LOW energies, so instead of just thinking 
about dark photons proportional to charge/mass and universal scalars, you need 
to think about individual quark flavor couplings if you want to cover the space!



FIN



CAN WE GENERALIZE CONCEPT OF 
ALIGNMENT WITHOUT A FULL THEORY?

YES… Aligned Flavor Violation (AFV)

The mass eigenbasis is defined only up to a U(1)^6 reparametrization 
symmetry

Introduce new spurions u,d
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transforming like yu, yd
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We want alignment, but without a “basis” dependence”

This symmetry is really what forbids tree level FCNCs…



FLAVOR + 
REPARAMETRIZATION

V is charged under reparametrization so we have to expand in it

2

ALIGNED FLAVOR VIOLATION

To define AFV we exploit the flavor and reparametriza-
tion symmetries of the SM after EWSB. The quark flavor
symmetry group of the SM, U(3)3q ⌘ U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)ū ⇥

U(3)d̄, is broken to U(1)Y ⇥ U(1)B by the background
values of the Yukawa spurions

L � �y
u
ij QiHūj + y

d†
ij QiH

c
d̄j , (1)

which have definite transformation properties under
U(3)3q. The singular value decomposition of the SM
Yukawas is

y
u = UQu Y

u
U

†
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SM
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d
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⌘ UQd diag(y
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SM
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SM
b )U†

d̄
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The unitary matrices above transform between a generic
flavor basis and the quark mass eigenbasis, where in the
SM the Yukawa interactions are flavor diagonal. The
mass eigenbasis is defined only up to a U(1)6R = U(1)5R⇥

U(1)B reparametrization group defined by

UQu(ū) ! UQu(ū) diag(e
i↵u , e

i↵c , e
i↵t) ,

UQd(d̄) ! UQd(d̄) diag(e
i↵d , e

i↵s , e
i↵b) . (3)

The U(1)5R factor of the reparametrization group is in-
dependent of the flavor group, and can be understood as
a symmetry of moving to the mass basis. Physical ob-
servables must be flavor and reparametrization invariant.
The only non-trivial flavor-invariant combination of the
unitary matrices in Eq. (2) is the CKM matrix, defined
as

V ⌘ U
T
Qu

U
⇤
Qd

. (4)

However, the CKM matrix transforms non-trivially un-
der U(1)5R, so a choice of reparametrization basis can re-
move 5 phases leaving the unique physical CKM phase.

MFV states that only tensor products of y
u and y

d

characterize flavor violation. To go beyond this, we in-
troduce new flavored spurions. For instance, we may in-
troduce flavor spurions u and 

d, with the same trans-
formation properties under U(3)3q as y

u,d. In the SM
EFT or in a generic BSM theory, this would imply large
FCNCs, therefore we require additional restrictions on

u,d.
In the SM the CKM matrix is the only source of flavor-

changing processes. Going beyond the SM, CKM sup-
pression of flavor-changing e↵ects can be retained im-
posing the condition that the only flavor invariant spu-
rion that transforms non-trivially under U(1)6R is V it-
self. This also guarantees that the CKM matrix contains
only one physical phase. We define this flavor setup as
Aligned Flavor Violation (AFV). All AFV spurions may
then be expressed via an alignment expansion in powers
of the CKM matrix. As an illustration, the most gen-
eral AFV spurions 

u,d consistent with the flavor and

reparametrization symmetries, up to second order in the
alignment expansion take the form
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where K
x are the matrix coe�cients of the alignment

expansion and are arbitrary flavor invariant, complex-
diagonal 3 ⇥ 3 matrices. They must be diagonal to en-
sure that they are U(1)5R invariant, as required by the
AFV Ansatz. U(1)5R invariance also makes their phases
physical CP-violating phases. New physics couplings to
the three quark generations via the spurions u,d are nei-
ther flavor blind nor respect the hierarchies of the SM
Yukawas necessarily, in stark contrast to MFV.

AFV spurions in all U(1)B preserving representations
may be obtained by taking tensor products of these ba-
sic spurions Eqns. (5), and may also be expressed as
an expansion in powers of the CKM matrix. Linear
combinations and tensor products of AFV spurions are
also aligned. In any new physics theory, renormalization
group evolution (RGE) only renormalizes the alignment
expansion matrix coe�cients, so AFV is radiatively sta-
ble.

From the UV perspective there is no obvious symme-
try reason why AFV should be realized, since the U(1)5R
group is only an auxiliary group redefining quark mass
eigenstates. In a given model there may be symmetries
one can identify to guarantee CKM suppression of FC-
NCs [7–9, 16], but CKM suppression alone is not su�-
cient to realize new physics at LHC energies. In prac-
tice, by symmetries or assumption, models that realize
an AFV Ansatz select only the lower order terms in the
alignment expansion, aiming for simultaneous diagonal-
izability of the flavor spurions with the SM Yukawas, e.g.
[7, 8, 10]. 1 In the next sections we address these issues
by showing that there is a subset of AFV that we refer to
as SFV, which has additional suppression beyond CKM
and arises from a simple class of UV completions.

SPONTANEOUS FLAVOR VIOLATION

A class of AFV extensions of the SM called SFV is re-
alized if at a UV boundary scale ⇤BC, flavor-changing
processes and CP breaking are introduced exclusively
via wave-function renormalization of right-handed SM
quarks. While there is a straightforward UV completion
of this SFV Ansatz above ⇤BC, we first show how defin-
ing SFV in this way leads to additional suppression of

1For other examples of flavorful theories see [17–22].
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expansion and are arbitrary flavor invariant, complex-
diagonal 3 ⇥ 3 matrices. They must be diagonal to en-
sure that they are U(1)5R invariant, as required by the
AFV Ansatz. U(1)5R invariance also makes their phases
physical CP-violating phases. New physics couplings to
the three quark generations via the spurions u,d are nei-
ther flavor blind nor respect the hierarchies of the SM
Yukawas necessarily, in stark contrast to MFV.

AFV spurions in all U(1)B preserving representations
may be obtained by taking tensor products of these ba-
sic spurions Eqns. (5), and may also be expressed as
an expansion in powers of the CKM matrix. Linear
combinations and tensor products of AFV spurions are
also aligned. In any new physics theory, renormalization
group evolution (RGE) only renormalizes the alignment
expansion matrix coe�cients, so AFV is radiatively sta-
ble.

From the UV perspective there is no obvious symme-
try reason why AFV should be realized, since the U(1)5R
group is only an auxiliary group redefining quark mass
eigenstates. In a given model there may be symmetries
one can identify to guarantee CKM suppression of FC-
NCs [7–9, 16], but CKM suppression alone is not su�-
cient to realize new physics at LHC energies. In prac-
tice, by symmetries or assumption, models that realize
an AFV Ansatz select only the lower order terms in the
alignment expansion, aiming for simultaneous diagonal-
izability of the flavor spurions with the SM Yukawas, e.g.
[7, 8, 10]. 1 In the next sections we address these issues
by showing that there is a subset of AFV that we refer to
as SFV, which has additional suppression beyond CKM
and arises from a simple class of UV completions.

SPONTANEOUS FLAVOR VIOLATION

A class of AFV extensions of the SM called SFV is re-
alized if at a UV boundary scale ⇤BC, flavor-changing
processes and CP breaking are introduced exclusively
via wave-function renormalization of right-handed SM
quarks. While there is a straightforward UV completion
of this SFV Ansatz above ⇤BC, we first show how defin-
ing SFV in this way leads to additional suppression of

1For other examples of flavorful theories see [17–22].

K’s are diagonal because of Reparametrization symmetry
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ALIGNED FLAVOR VIOLATION
• Interesting extension of MFV but…

• Relies on a “fictitious” symmetry

• And only is aligned up to CKM which isn’t enough to 
get flavor physics down to the TeV scale

• Special “aligned” basis really meant up or down only, 
not both

Is there a way to get this, that isn’t basis dependent and
also doesn’t require a full theory of flavor?
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SFV is not stable under RGE below the scale ⇤BC, but
RGE corrections are suppressed by both loop and CKM
factors in any new physics model, as in [10, 23–25].

FLAVOR BOUNDS IN AN EXAMPLE SFV
THEORY

As an application of the SFV Ansatz, consider extend-
ing the SM flavor spurion content with only one new
down-type Yukawa spurion 

d. In up-type SFV, d is
guaranteed to be flavor aligned, and in the flavor basis
used in the previous section it is also real-diagonal,


d† = K

d
⌘ diag(d,s,b) , f 2 R . (12)

where d,s,b are arbitrary Yukawa couplings. Such a spu-
rion may for instance couple a second Higgs doublet [26],
vector-like quarks [27] or Z-prime bosons [27–30] to SM
quarks.

To assess how e↵ective the SFV Ansatz is in suppress-
ing FCNCs for a generic new physics theory, we make
use of an EFT approach and explore constraints on di-
mension six operators. In such an EFT the Wilson co-
e�cients are controlled by products of SM Yukawas and

d, as illustrated in Table I. From Table I we see that

all FCNCs are suppressed by CKM factors, as expected
from any flavor aligned theory, and all down-type FCNCs
come with factors of (V T

Y
2
u V

⇤) as previously stated.
In table II we present bounds on the scale of the di-

mension six SFV operators. For comparison, we also
show bounds on dimension-six MFV and flavor anar-
chic operators. Since MFV operators are also allowed
by definition in an SFV theory, values of d,s,b leading
to ⇤SFV

NP  ⇤MFV
NP requires us to take the MFV limits in-

stead. Bounds on SFV operators are much weaker than
on generic flavor-anarchic new physics. Importantly, the
scale at which new SFV physics may be found consistent
with flavor bounds is generation specific, since it depends
on the three new Yukawas d,s,b independently. As an ex-
ample, consider a scenario in which new physics is mostly
coupled to first generation quarks. For concreteness, take
s,b = 0, and d ⇠ 105 ySMd (⇠ 0.1). From Table II we see
that new physics with such non-universal couplings to
first generation quarks may be close to the TeV scale.
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TABLE I. Selection of dimension-six FCNC operators with
their SFV coe�cients.

Operator ⇤anarchic
NP [TeV] ⇤SFV

NP [TeV] ⇤MFV
NP [TeV]
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2eH�
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Q3 d̄1 Fµ⌫ 140.5(Abs) 13.2
p

|d| 7.0

TABLE II. 95% CL bounds on the new physics scale ⇤NP,
for anarchic, SFV and MFV operator coe�cients (from [1, 31–
33]). Subscripts on the anarchic operator limits indicates that
the limit is on the real, imaginary or absolute value of the
operator coe�cient.

SFV UV COMPLETION

We now present one example UV completion for the
up-type SFV Ansatz. A UV completion for the down-
type SFV Ansatz can be trivially obtained with the ap-
propriate up-down replacements. We add to the SM
vector-like right handed up-type quarks UA, ŪA, A =
1..3, where Ū has the same gauge quantum numbers as
the SM quark ū, and scalar gauge singlets SiA. We intro-
duce interactions between the singlets, vector-like quarks
and up-type right-handed SM quarks. Our Lagrangian is

L � MABUAŪB + ⇠SiAūiUA

�
⇥
⌘
u
ij QiHūj � ⌘

d
ijQiH

c
d̄j + h.c.

⇤
+ LBSM (13)

where we omit canonical kinetic terms for all fields and
other SM interactions without quarks that are not rel-
evant for our discussion. Additional renormalizable in-
teractions to the ones appearing explicitly in Eq. (13)
coupling the vector-like quarks to SM fields may be for-
bidden by a Z2 symmetry. Without loss of generality,
we work in a basis where the vector-like quark mass ma-
trix is diagonal MAB = �ABMA. LBSM represents any
other interactions involving arbitrary new physics fields
and SM fields, with the only constraint that no addi-
tional spurions or fields transforming under the SM flavor
group factor U(3)ū appear at the renormalizable level.
Next, we impose that CP and SM quark family num-
bers U(1)3f are good symmetries in the UV. There exists
then a flavor basis in which all spurions transforming
under the SM flavor group, including the SM Yukawa
interactions, are real-diagonal 3 ⇥ 3 matrices or tensor
products of such matrices. In what follows we commit
to this real-diagonal flavor basis. The Yukawas remain
real-diagonal under renormalization from the UV, pro-
tected by the U(1)3f ⇥CP symmetries. Finally, we break

U(1)3f ⇥CP softly via a VEV for the singlets. Note that
in this theory the strong-CP problem is solved via the
Nelson-Barr mechanism since CP violation is introduced
only via mixing with vector-like quarks [11–14].
To understand the e↵ect of the VEV in the infrared,



1 Introduction

Things to say:

- Usually make strong assumptions to avoid flavor constraints, which naively put ⇤NP &
100TeV. (Either flavor blind, or MFV-like)

- Other options: recently shown that there exist natural setups where new physics couples

in a family non-universal way, in stark constrast to MFV, NMFV, etc.

- In particular, spontaneous flavor violation [1] occurs naturally in theories where the only

flavor breaking is through wave-function renormalization in the up- or down-quark sector.

- SFV is a general ansatz, and could be implemented in a variety of models (Z-prime,

VLQs,...)

Here focus on the 2HDM with the SFV ansatz. Leads to a variety of new phenomenology

remarkably distinct from 2HDMs considered in the literature.

Emphasize the importance of flavor breaking assumptions on new physics signals

[SH: Somewhere make note of the connection to refs. [2, 3] (the generation-

specific singlet models)]

Theories with a second Higgs doublet [4–7] are well motivated extensions of the Standard

Model and arise naturally in Supersymmetry [8], composite models [9], and models with

axions [10, 11].

2 Two Higgs Doublet Model

Our Higgs sector contains two scalar fields Ha, a = 1, 2, with the quantum numbers of the

Standard Model Higgs. The most general interaction Lagrangian for the doublets and other

Standard Model fields at the renormalizable level is
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where V (H1, H2) is a general renormalizable potential for the two doublets. It is given by
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=
2�6v2

�1v2 �
�
m2

2 +
1
2(�3 + �4 + �5)v2

� .
(18)

In what follows and without loss of generality, we associate the mass eigenstate h with the

125 GeV Higgs boson observed at LHC. Note that in the limit where cos(� � ↵) = 0, usually

referred to as the higgs alignment limit (not to be confused with flavor alignment), the 125

GeV Higgs boson resides entirely in the Higgs doublet H1 breaking electroweak symmetry,

as in the SM. For this reason, in the Higgs alignment limit the 125 GeV Higgs boson of the

2HDM is Standard Model-like, with tree-level couplings to fermions and gauge bosons that

coincide with the SM expectations. From Eq. (18) we see that the alignment limit can be

reached in two ways while retaining perturbativity: either by taking the mass of the secound

doublet m2 ! 1 while holding the renormalizable couplings fixed (the “decoupling limit”),

or by taking �6 ! 0 (“alignment without decoupling”). We refer the reader to [29, 32] for a

detailed discussion of the alignment limit.

Up-type SFV physical Higgs-fermion couplings

We first summarize the Yukawa matrices in the up-type SFV 2HDM. In our selected flavor

basis Eq. (8), and collecting the first and second doublet Yukawas from Eq. (4), Eq. (10)

and Eq. (12), the up-type SFV 2HDM Yukawa matrices are

�u

1 = V TY u �d

1 = Y d �`

1 = Y ` ,

�u

2 = ⇠V TY u �d

2 = Kd �`

2 = ⇠`Y ` .

(19)

where the real-diagonal SM Yukawa matrices Y u,d,` and the real-diagonal SFV Yukawa ma-

trix Kd are defined in Eqns. (5) and (10), and ⇠, ⇠` are real proportionality constants. The

couplings of the physical Higgs bosons h,H,A and H± to the SM fermions in up-type SFV

can be easily obtained from using the Yukawa matrices Eq. (19) in the 2HDM lagrangian

Eq. (1), the definition of the doublet components Eq. (13) and of the neutral mass eigen-

states Eq. (17), and by performing the rotation from our flavor basis to the quark mass

eigenbasis Eq. (9). We summarize the couplings of the physical Higgs bosons to the quark

mass eigenstates in appendix D, Table 7.
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2.3 Physical Higgs bosons and their couplings to SM fermions

Having defined the SFV 2HDMs, we now review the physical couplings of the Higgs mass

eigenstates, which are needed for a phenomenological investigation. We confine ourselves to

the the couplings to fermions, which distinguish the SFV theories. The couplings to gauge

bosons and the self-couplings correspond to the ones of a generic CP conserving 2HDM, and

can be found elsewhere [32].

In unitary gauge, the SU(2) components of the doublet fields H1 and H2 can be written

in terms of three real and neutral Higgs fields ha, a = 1..3 and one charged Higgs boson H±

H1 =

✓
0

H0
1

◆
=

1p
2

✓
0

v + h1

◆
,

H2 =

✓
H+

H0
2

◆
=

1p
2

✓ p
2H+

h2 + ih3

◆
.

(13)

The physical mass eigenstates in the two Higgs doublets are the charged Higgs H±, the

pseudoscalar Higgs h3, usually denoted as h3 ⌘ A, and two CP even scalars h,H which are a

combination of the components h1, h2 above. The charged Higgs boson H± resides entirely

in the second Higgs doublet H2, and has mass

m2
H± = m2

2 +
1

2
�3v

2 . (14)

The CP-odd higgs has mass

mA = m2
2 +

1

2
v2
⇣
�3 + �4 � �5

⌘
. (15)

Finally, the masses of the neutral CP-even mass eigenstates h,H can be obtained by diago-

nalizing the scalar mass matrix

M2 =

0

@ v2�1 v2�6

v2�6 m2
2 +

1
2v

2
⇣
�3 + �4 + �5

⌘
1

A . (16)

The CP-even mass eigenstates h,H are given in terms of the original fields h1,2 by the linear

combinations

h ⌘ sin(� � ↵)h1 + cos(� � ↵)h2 ,

H ⌘ � cos(� � ↵)h1 + sin(� � ↵)h2 ,
(17)

where � � ↵ is traditionally referred as the alignment angle. We will refer to the alignment

parameter as cos(� � ↵). In terms of the elements of the mass matrix Eq. (16), the alignment
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Table 7: Couplings of the physical Higgs bosons to the left-chiral fermion mass eigenstates

in the up-type SFV 2HDM. Couplings are defined with a negative sign in the Lagrangian,

e.g., L � ��hff̄hf̄f . The couplings to the fermions with right-handed chirality are trivially

obtained by hermitian conjugation. Y u,d,` are the SM Yukawa couplings Eq. (5), V is the

CKM matrix Eq. (6), while Kd = diag(d, s, b) are three new real Yukawas coupling the

Higgs bosons to the SM quarks with arbitrary hierarchies across generations, Eq. (10). ⇠ and

⇠` are free real proportionality constants, and cos(� � ↵) is the Higgs alignment parameter

Eq. (18). Note that neutral Higgs bosons do not have flavor o↵-diagonal terms so there are

no tree-level FCNCs, as expected from the discussion in Section 2.2. Note also that the only

source of CP-violation in the Higgs couplings is due to the CKM-mediated interactions of

the charged Higgs.
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Figure 11: The same as Fig. 10, but for s, with d = b = 0.

This direction may be particularly interesting in the context of t+ j resonance searches from

the charged Higgs, where the large production cross section specific to the SFV model can

be exploited. While we’ve thus far considered only resonant searches for the heavy Higgs,

we should note that t-channel exchange of the neutral or charged Higgs might also lead

to interesting deviations in the angular distributions of dijets at high mass. We leave this

interesting avenue to a future analysis.

5.4 Summary and discussion of collider bounds

We summarize the collider constraints on the SFV 2HDM in Figs. 10 – 12, presented in the

same parameter space as Figs. 2 – 4. As before, we consider only the case where one of j

(j = d, s, b) is nonzero at a time, and present limits both for ⇠ = 0.1 and 1.0. The flavor

constraints described in Section 4 are depicted together as a grey shaded region in each case.

As anticipated in Section ??, the most striking results are for d or s nonzero, shown

in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively. In Fig. 10, we see that dijet searches already set the most

stringent bounds for mH > 500GeV when d is nonzero, both for ⇠ = 0.1 and ⇠ = 1.0.

For ⇠ = 1.0, flavor observables set strong constraints for mH . 500GeV, as discussed in

Section 4, but for smaller ⇠, a heavy Higgs with mass less than 500GeV can have couplings

to down quarks up to 5 orders of magnitude larger than in the SM, and still be completely

unconstrained.
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Figure 12: The same as Fig. 10 but for b, with d = s = 0. Solid lines indicate limits from

ordinary dijet searches while the dashed lines indicate searches using b-tagging information

(see text for details.)

For s nonzero, the only di↵erence in the collider constraints arises from the PDF sup-

pression. Additionally, constraints from b ! s� transitions are much more stringent than

b ! d�, leading to much better coverage in the s – mH plane from flavor observables in

the case ⇠ = 1.0. For ⇠ = 0.1, however, the dijet constraints are already nearly as strong

for mH & 1TeV, and may set the most stringent bounds with data from the HL-LHC.

The results in Fig. 10 and 11 illustrate the inherent complementarity of flavor and collider

observables present in models with spontaneous flavor violation.

The projected limits on dijet resonances at future hadron colliders have been well stud-

ied [110–112]. In particular, with 3 ab�1 integrated luminosity at the HL-LHC, the limits

on � · B are expected to improve by a factor of 10 for & TeV resonances, pushing the limit

on d to ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�2 for a 1TeV heavy Higgs (assuming s = b = 0). For a heavy Higgs

coupled predominantly to second generation quarks, the dijet bounds would surpass current

flavor constraints above ⇠ 1TeV, assuming ⇠ = 0.1.

Constraints in the b vs. mH plane, assuming d,s = 0 are shown in Fig. 12 for the vari-

ous searches in Table 5. In addition to the b-jet searches described in Section 5.2.1, indicated

by dashed lines, we also include the bounds from the inclusive dijet searches without using

any additional b-tagging information (solid lines). For high masses, where the backgrounds
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